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ABSTRACT
Predicting adaptive responses of populations is a primary goal of evolutionary ecology
and conservation. While evolution on contemporary time scales is now apparent, the
underlying mechanisms and whether change is adaptive or neutral often remain
unclear. Typically, habitat modification, introduction of nonnative taxa, hybridization, or a
combination of these factors is invoked to explain rapid evolution. I focus on an
amphibian system of conservation concern to explore the interplay between ecology
and evolution in shaping population genetic structure, including how habitat and
physiology interact with life history to promote invasion success. I begin by using
simulation to demonstrate that the mode and tempo of evolution is highly subject to
interactions between genome structure and life history strategy. I show that
incorporating high reproductive outputs characteristic of amphibians can increase the
probability that selection and recombination result in highly fit multilocus genotypes, but
complex life cycles characteristic of pond-breeding taxa can simultaneously increase
the probability that low-fitness combinations drift rapidly to fixation, highlighting the
possibility that rapid "adaptation" in small populations might sometimes be explained by
drift. I then explore environment-dependent selection in a hybrid zone involving
obligately-metamorphic California Tiger Salamanders (Ambystoma californiense) and
nonnative Barred Tiger Salamanders (A. mavortium) having a more plastic facultativelypaedomorphic life history. I consider measures of physiological performance that are
expected to affect amphibian population dynamics, evaluating whether metabolic and
water loss rates are consistent with hybrid advantage or disadvantage (and
transgressive segregation) under conditions experienced during key life history events.
Alternating patterns of hybrid advantage linked to high energy demand and plastic life
history result in bounded hybrid superiority and, as yet, a clear limit to the geographic
spread of hybrid genotypes. Next, I show that recent abrupt declines in hybrid
population success are likely associated with high energy demand alongside droughtinduced reductions in resources, where many [facultatively paedomorphic] hybrid
populations experienced pond-drying for the first time since their initial invasion. In
contrast, obligately-metamorphic natives that evolved in a drought-prone landscape did
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not experience apparent declines. These results underscore integrating scientific
disciplines as requisite to effective conservation science and invasion management.
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INTRODUCTION
Predicting adaptive responses of populations is a major challenging goal of modern
evolutionary ecology and conservation. There are now hundreds of examples of
evolution occurring on contemporary time scales (Hairston et al., 2005; Schoener, 2011;
Thompson, 2013), but the underlying mechanisms of change—and whether they
represent adaptive or neutral evolution—often remain unclear. Frequently, it is habitat
modification, introduction of nonnative taxa, hybridization, or a combination of these
factors that is invoked to explain cases of rapid evolution. Global environmental change
can generate scenarios that hasten the pace of evolution—often in a manner that
threatens ecosystems and the services they provide, but it is also likely that certain life
history strategies confer a greater adaptive capacity than others (e.g., Romiguier et al.,
2014). A deeper integration of ecology and evolution is still a necessary step in
broadening our understanding of these processes and generating more accurate
predictions of the tempo and mode of evolution

Hybrid Invasions
The challenges
While presenting exciting opportunities to explore contemporary evolution and its
interplay with ecology, hybrid invasions also introduce unique challenges. Hybridization
and introgression of nonnative genes into native populations are especially difficult to
quantify, predict, or control. Genetic modification of threatened taxa also raises unique
conservation dilemmas regarding genetic and ecological integrity and thus protection
status of hybridized populations (Fitzpatrick et al., 2015). Because genetic introgression
may be considered a form of extinction (Allendorf et al., 2001a; Rhymer & Simberloff,
1996), eradication of hybridized populations may be a preferred course of action
(Fitzpatrick et al., 2010a; Simberloff et al., 2013). However, eradication of invasives is
often infeasible, and management at smaller spatial scales may be a more effective and
less risky strategy (Carter et al., 2015; Carter et al., 2017).

Methodological advances in ecological niche prediction over the past decade have
1

dramatically improved our ability to assess and manage invasions (Gallien et al., 2010;
Kearney & Porter, 2009; Kearney & Porter, 2004; Kearney, Matzelle, & Helmuth, 2012;
Soberón, 2010), but our ability to predict and manage negative outcomes of hybrid
invasions is severely limited. Recent progress in ecological genomics better equips us to
address these issues (Dalziel, Rogers, & Schulte, 2009; Elmer & Meyer, 2011; Fitzpatrick
et al., 2009; Stapley et al., 2010; Stinchcombe & Hoekstra, 2008; Ungerer, Johnson, &
Herman, 2008). However, existing models of introgression rely largely on genetic or
ecological data (Hall & Ayres, 2009). In the simplest cases, fine-scale niche differentiation
is expected to lead to complete replacement of native genotypes or loss of hybrid variants
through competitive interactions, whereas broader-scale differences can lead to niche
partitioning and maintenance of both parental forms (Abbott, 1992; Arnold, 1997; Arnold
& Hodges, 1995; Rieseberg, Archer, & Wayne, 1999). Combining ecological and
population genetic-based models is essential before we can make meaningful predictions
regarding [hybrid] invasions and their impacts in native landscapes.

Focal System: Introgressive hybridization between an imperiled native
salamander and its introduced congener
Ambystoma mavortium (IBTS - barred tiger salamander) was introduced from New
Mexico and Texas into the range of A. californiense (NCTS - California tiger
salamander) during the 1950’s as bait for local fisherman. This secondary contact
followed five million years of geographic isolation and divergent life history evolution
(Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004; Riley, Shaffer, et al., 2003). Within its native range, IBTS
exhibits facultative paedomorphosis (retention of larval characteristics at reproductive
maturity) and breeds primarily during spring/summer rains while hibernating during
winter months. Conversely, native NCTS is an obligate metamorph, breeding during the
milder Mediterranean winters of central and coastal California. Within its introduced
range, however, IBTS breeds with NCTS while maintaining a facultative paedomorphic
life history, and this trait is transmitted to hybrid offspring(Riley, Shaffer, et al., 2003;
Trenham, Koenig, & Shaffer, 2001) (Riley, Shaffer, et al., 2003; Trenham, Bradley
Shaffer, et al., 2000; Trenham, Koenig, & Shaffer, 2001)
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Previous research evaluated 68 diagnostic SNP markers for introduced I-BTS that have
introgressed into central California populations of N-CTS. These and related studies
demonstrate variable fitness of a limited number of hybrid genotypes (Fitzpatrick &
Shaffer, 2007a; Johnson, Johnson, & Bradley Shaffer, 2010a), nonrandom genotypeenvironment associations (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004; Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2007c), as
well as negative impacts on native communities (Ryan, Johnson, & Fitzpatrick, 2009).
Disconcertingly, native-advantage markers are not known.

The observation that native alleles are being rapidly replaced by nonnative variants is
unexpected from a traditional evolutionary perspective. Native genotypes should be
better suited to the landscape in which they evolved relative to nonnatives given that
each lineage persisted in geographic isolation for millions of years. These observations
highlight two important, although not mutually exclusive, possibilities. First,
recombination of divergent genomes might produce fortuitously high-fitness genotypes
via transgressive segregation. Second, global change might have altered selection
regimes such that the modern landscape favors some nonnative phenotypes.
Even more surprising, however, is that breeding population sizes among tiger
salamanders are small, typically ranging from just a few individuals to rarely more than
200 (Trenham, Koenig, & Shaffer, 2001). Such rapid responses to selection are thus not
expected (Willi, Van Buskirk, & Hoffmann, 2006). However, the life history strategies of
tiger salamanders violate many of the standard assumptions for existing models of
natural selection.

Life history strategy and adaptive evolution
Life history can influence rates of evolution, but, surprisingly, it is rarely incorporated
into population genetic models. Existing models often deviate, necessarily, from HardyWeinberg principles. However, these models often rely on broad, unrealistic
assumptions regarding life historical factors and thus fail to incorporate the full
evolutionary implications of many life history strategies such as offspring number and
the compartmentalization of selection that go with complex life cycles.
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Complex life history
Multiphasic or complex life cycles (CLCs), in which different life stages exhibit
ecologically distinct phases (Istock, 1967), likely evolved as a result of intense
competitive interactions with other organisms, predictable changes in environmental
conditions, and/or high population density (Istock, 1967). CLCs permit
compartmentalization of selection by turning particular genes on or off at different
developmental stages; a genotype can produce a phenotype that performs well at one
life stage while having little to no influence on inclusive fitness at another life stage. The
occurrence and timing of these life history events are key factors influencing adaptive
evolution and speciation (Gould, 1977; Hanken, 1992; McKinney & McNamara, 1991).

Although life history strategies can vary greatly in amphibians (Bull & Shine, 1979;
Morrison & Hero, 2003), most share CLCs in which a biphasic life history is
developmentally programmed and obligate. All individuals metamorphose and enter a
terrestrial phase before reaching sexual maturity. In other amphibians, metamorphosis
can be facultative: metamorphosis is environmentally induced by stressors typically
associated with pond drying or warming. Facultative paedomorphosis is believed to
have evolved to combat unpredictable aquatic versus terrestrial conditions (Whiteman,
1994) and may result in co-occurrence of immature larvae and sexually-mature, gilled,
adults that act as top predators within perennial breeding ponds. This variation in life
history means that several elements of organismal performance must be integrated to
understand and predict how lifetime reproductive success is affected by the
environment.

When considering tiger salamanders, native N-CTS undergo a fixed developmental
pathway in which individuals metamorphose into a terrestrial form, whereas hybrids and
their offspring exhibit facultative paedomorphosis in which adults may become sexually
mature in a larval form if environmental conditions are appropriate (Fitzpatrick &
Shaffer, 2004). Remarkably, this plasticity does not stop once a larva becomes a
paedomorph as it may still metamorphose at a later time. This capacity to respond to
environmental conditions by turning genes on and off has likely had a sizeable effect on
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hybrid zone dynamics in this system, but it has not been explicitly evaluated.

Reproductive strategy and the outcome of selection
The large individual reproductive outputs characteristic of Ambystoma spp might
increase the intensity of and efficiency of selection as the naturally large number of
deaths among offspring each generation provides greater opportunity for selection. This
may explain cases of rapid local adaptation by some small populations, but the
associated reduction in genetic variance should severely limit adaptive capacity over
extended periods (Barton, 1995; Hartfield & Otto, 2011). Even so, recent broad-scale
comparative studies suggest that genetic variation is greater among taxa with high
offspring number (Romiguier et al., 2014). Because offspring number was interpreted as
the number dispersing from parental populations, this result should not be surprising.
However, I argue that this result could arise as much or more from higher individual
reproductive output itself than from the associated propagule pressure, partly because
higher individual outputs increase the expected number of mutation and recombination
events per breeding individual—just as large population size increases expected
mutation and recombination events per generation. By introducing greater potential for
genetic variation among an individual’s offspring and establishing a scenario for more
intense selection to explore a greater number recombinant genotypes, high individual
output may have the potential to overcome the constraints of small population size. This
is further supported by the fact that pond-breeding amphibians exhibit unexpectedly
high cohort variation in fitness, while only a fraction survive to disperse beyond breeding
ponds (Searcy et al., 2014). Nonetheless, it is possible that strategies such as low
offspring recruitment and variable selection through ontogeny and across generations
can generate less predictable and erratic population dynamics.

Goals
I begin by demonstrating the influence of reproductive strategy on adaptive capacity and
the efficiency of selection using an extreme case where the rate of evolution should be
slowed by an initially high rate of nonrandom associations between loci (i.e., linkage
disequilibrium). I show that this is a necessary step in understanding dynamics of
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organisms that exhibit alternative life history strategies. I then explore environmentdependent selection in a salamander hybrid zone that is at the center of several
advances and questions in conservation genomics and evolutionary ecology. I
emphasize the shortcomings of existing models and how life history can improve those
models. Specifically, I ask: 1) how might reproductive strategy and life history
complexity confound classical interpretations of selection efficiency and adaptive
capacity, 2) can hybrid genotypes prevail in a landscape where they did not evolve, 3)
are genotype-specific differences in physiological niche breadth ultimately a function of
transgressive segregation, and 4) how do these questions help inform the long-term
conservation of an imperiled amphibian?
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CHAPTER I
LIFE HISTORY STRATEGY AND ADAPTIVE POTENTIAL IN PONDBREEDING AMPHIBIANS
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Evin Timothy Carter developed the concept and design for genome-scale life history
models, wrote related R code, conducted simulations and analyses, and constructed
simulation plots for all but the two-locus models. Evin Carter wrote the manuscript with
input from from Benjamin M. Fitzpatrick, who also constructed the two-locus model.

Abstract
Classical population genetics makes dire predictions about the evolutionary dynamics of
small populations because genetic drift can overwhelm the tendency of selection to
promote adaptive alleles and eliminate deleterious ones. These models make important
simplifying assumptions, including unlimited reproductive capacity and random union of
gametes. Unfortunately, more realistic assumptions about mating systems often further
complicate inferences and limit their general application. Among the most imperiled
taxonomic groups, amphibians are well-known for their erratic population dynamics and
exhibit a propensity for rapid contemporary evolution. Reproductive systems and life
history complexity are often implicated, but clear mechanisms remain elusive. Here, we
use individual-based simulations of multi-locus systems to explore the effects of finite
reproductive capacity, age structure, and clutch size on the mean and variance of
population fitness and the probability of fixation of rare alleles. As expected, simple
adjustments to life history assumptions in population genetic models greatly altered
expected measures of drift and selection. Models that more closely reflect the complex
life histories of aquatic-breeding amphibians led to simultaneous increases in both
selection and drift. Our results are consistent with classic theory but highlight the
possibility that cases of rapid "adaptation" in small populations might in fact be
explained by drift. Thus, we provide a potential mechanism for the erratic population
dynamics characteristic of amphibians and discuss related implications for management
of aquatic-breeding amphibians under environmental change and biological invasions.

Introduction
An ability to accurately predict population responses to selection is a major goal for
conservation biology and evolutionary ecology. Evolution on contemporary time scales
is now more apparent in nature than ever, if not increasingly pervasive (Carroll et al.,
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2007; Hairston et al., 2005; Schoener, 2011; Thompson, 2013). However, the
underlying mechanisms and whether they constitute adaptive or neutral change often
remain unclear. Habitat modification (e.g., Fritz et al., 2018; Kern & Langerhans, 2018;
Sasaki, Fox, & Duvall, 2009), introduction of nonnative taxa (Maron et al., 2004; Prentis
et al., 2008; Whitney & Gabler, 2008), hybridization (Lewontin & Birch, 1966;
Seehausen, 2004; Stebbins, 1959), or combinations of these factors (Brasier, 2001;
Cruz & Wiley, 1989; Reznick & Ghalambor, 2001) are commonly invoked to explain
cases of rapid evolution. While global environmental change can certainly generate
scenarios that hasten the pace of evolution, it is likely that certain life history strategies
(e.g., offspring number) play important roles in these processes by altering how
selection and drift operate (e.g., Chang et al., 2013; Der, Epstein, & Plotkin, 2012;
Romiguier et al., 2014).

Selection and drift in finite populations
The ‘nearly neutral’ theory of molecular evolution posits that random genetic drift often
outweighs the effect of selection in finite populations. Under weak selection, beneficial
alleles are often lost, and deleterious alleles often drift to fixation (Ohta, 1992; Ohta &
Gillespie, 1996; Ohta & Tachida, 1990) at a rate inversely proportional to the effective
population size (Lynch et al., 1993; Lynch, Conery, & Burger, 1995; Lynch & Gabriel,
1990), making it possible for larger populations to reduce—but not eliminate—drift by
decreasing the error associated with selection and providing a buffer against loss of
genetic variance (Fisher, 1930; Lynch & Lande, 1993; Willi, Van Buskirk, & Hoffmann,
2006). This becomes especially relevant when one considers Hill-Robertson
interference in which directional selection on multiple linked loci can further reduce the
efficacy of selection (Barton, 1995; Fisher, 1930; Hartfield & Otto, 2011; Hill &
Robertson, 1966; Muller, 1964). When one considers selection on multiple loci,
beneficial alleles can likewise be driven to fixation while carrying with them deleterious
alleles. Such genetic hitchhiking can result in a fixed genetic load that may be offset
only by relatively rare selective sweeps following gene flow or compensatory mutation.

Sex and recombination can reduce the hitchhiking effect and increase the probability
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that beneficial alleles propagate while deleterious alleles are more likely to be removed
(Hadany & Feldman, 2005; Hartfield & Otto, 2011; Smith & Haigh, 1974). In a sense,
recombination ‘reshuffles’ the genome (Albu, Kermany, & Hickey, 2012), allowing
selection greater opportunity to explore genotypic combinations by breaking down
associations between loci. But, because this breaks up both high and low fitness
combinations, the expected benefit is greater when there are negative epistatic
interactions or for larger populations, which have a higher capacity for standing genetic
variation and inherent increases in the number of recombination events (genetic
crossovers) each generation (Fisher, 1930; Lynch & Lande, 1993; Willi, Van Buskirk, &
Hoffmann, 2006). Overall, the benefits of larger population size and its relationship to
rates of adaptive evolution are well-established.

Population dynamics and life history strategy
This introduces an interesting challenge in evolutionary ecology: How do some small
populations exhibit a high capacity for local adaptation on contemporary time scales
while others can be so prone to extirpation? Several remarkable examples of rapid
evolution—either adaptive or maladaptive—by small populations (tens to hundreds) are
prevalent among amphibians (Andrén, Mårdén, & Nilson, 1989; Brady, 2012; CortázarChinarro et al., 2017; Ficetola & Bernardi, 2005; Ficetola et al., 2011; Lind et al., 2011;
Räsänen, Laurila, & Merilä, 2003; Vimercati, Davies, & Measey, 2018). Indeed,
arguments regarding the erratic nature of amphibian population dynamics extend at
least as far back as the recognition of the global amphibian crisis itself (Marsh, 2001;
Pechmann et al., 1991; Pechmann & Wilbur, 1994; Pounds & Crump, 1994). Common
themes among these arguments are environmental stochasticity and human
modifications to the environment that may lead to unpredictable changes in selection
and recruitment. Life history has been implicated repeatedly, with aquatic-breeding taxa
exhibiting greater variance than terrestrial (direct-developing) ones (Marsh, 2001). As a
group, aquatic-breeding amphibians share two important life history strategies with
potential to influence how selection and drift operate: biphasic life cycles and
exceedingly high individual reproductive outputs (many tens to thousands). It remains
unclear, however, to what extent and by what mechanism such life history patterns
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might influence amphibian population genetics and adaptive capacity, limiting scientists'
ability to accurately predict population responses amidst global declines and a rapidly
changing environment.

While integration of population genetics and life historical factors remains uncommon,
evolutionary ecologists have long appreciated its potential importance in shaping the
mode and tempo of evolution (Reznick, 2015). In amphibians, strategies such as
polygyny, whole clutch mortality, and varying modes of recruitment often correlate to
effective population size, but not always in a predictable manner (see, e.g., Allentoft &
O’Brien, 2010; Ficetola et al., 2010). Several recent attempts to integrate evolutionary
dynamics with life history theory on different or broader taxonomic scales have revealed
some surprising and some not-so-surprising results. Reiss (2013), for instance, provides
an updated review and mathematical proof that fitness variance and thus the
opportunity for selection can increase during population decline, including survival
events from juvenile to adult stages, which characterize many pond-breeding amphibian
systems. Likewise, Li et al. (2016) prove that life history strategy (selection acting on
reproductive success, juvenile survival, or both) in finite populations can lead to vastly
different expectations of the probability of fixation of a rare mutant, a result that may be
expected (Feldman, 1966; Feldman, Christiansen, & Liberman, 1983; Holsinger,
Feldman, & Altenberg, 1986; Nagylaki, 1987; Pollak, 1978) but has been largely
neglected by modern population geneticists (see also: Nagylaki, 1989). Additionally,
Chang et al. (2013) attribute unexpectedly high polymorphism in the malaria parasite to
repeated population expansion and contraction in conjunction with intense competition
during particular life stages (i.e. low adult (NA) to offspring (NZ) population size ratios).
Their simulations suggest that drift and the opportunity for selection can be
simultaneously amplified relative to Wright-Fisher expectations despite the common
assumption that the Wright-Fisher model is robust to life cycle variation, arguably one of
the more surprising results.
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Goals
The unusual patterns often observed in amphibian populations, and recent comparative
studies, suggest that current methods for estimating real and effective population sizes
are largely inadequate (Nunziata, Scott, & Lance, 2015). Stochastic simulations
incorporating life history are likely to yield more accurate estimates. Although others
(see above) have provided the frameworks necessary for modelling selection and drift
under different life history scenarios, these have been limited to simple haploid and/or
single locus systems. As an initial step, we developed several individual-based complex
life cycle models in R (R Core Team, 2018b) to investigate the effect of recruitment
dynamics and reproductive mode on selection efficiency and adaptive capacity. We
expand previous questions to multi-locus, diploid systems to explore the interplay
between life history strategy and genomic interference. Specifically, we ask: Can higher
reproductive output permit more rapid exploration of genotypic space and result in more
rapid adaptation, increased drift, or both? And, how does a model that explicitly
accounts for genetic nonindependence in finite offspring pools (owing to large individual
reproductive outputs) compare to standard expectations of selection and drift? While
our models may be applied to any population consisting of distinct sexes, regardless of
life history complexity or reproductive output, they are motivated by a real amphibian
system involving hybridization between an imperiled and introduced pond-breeding
salamander in which an acute understanding of admixture dynamics is critical to
conservation priorities. Thus, we discuss our results largely in the context of admixture
and amphibian population dynamics, as well as their implications for managing hybrid
invasions.

Methods
Motivating example
Ambystoma mavortium (IBTS - barred tiger salamander) was introduced from New
Mexico and Texas into the range of A. californiense (NCTS - California tiger
salamander) during the 1950s as bait for local fisherman. This secondary contact
followed five million years of geographic isolation and divergent life history evolution
(Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004; Riley, Shaffer, et al., 2003). Since the 1950s introduction,
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roughly one quarter of the NCTS range has been replaced by hybrid genotypes, with
over 80% of the known genome in many populations now fixed for nonnative alleles.
Related studies demonstrate variable fitness of a limited number of hybrid genotypes
(Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2007a; Johnson, Johnson, & Shaffer, 2010), nonrandom
genotype-environment associations (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004, 2007b), as well as
negative impacts on native communities (Ryan, Johnson, & Fitzpatrick, 2009).
Disconcertingly, there has been little evidence of native advantage. However, most
successful hybridized populations appear to be associated with modified permanent
ponds (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004, 2007b), and more recent observations suggest that
NCTS may have better coped with extended drought in California (ET Carter, personal
observation).

The observation that native alleles were so rapidly replaced (40-50 generations) by
nonnative variants is unexpected from a traditional evolutionary perspective. Native
genotypes should be better suited to the landscape in which they evolved relative to
nonnatives given that each lineage persisted in geographic isolation for millions of
years. These observations highlight two important, although not mutually exclusive,
possibilities. First, recombination of divergent genomes might produce fortuitously highfitness genotypes via transgressive segregation. Second, global change might have
altered selection regimes such that the modern landscape favors some nonnative
phenotypes. Even more surprising, however, is that breeding population sizes among
tiger salamanders are small, typically ranging from just a few individuals to rarely more
than 200 (Trenham, Koenig, & Shaffer, 2001). Such rapid responses to selection are
thus not expected (Willi, Van Buskirk, & Hoffmann, 2006). However, life history
strategies of tiger salamanders may violate many assumptions for existing models of
natural selection.

Life history models
Reproduction models.—The standard model for incorporating selection and drift in a
population of constant size N diploids first calculates the expected genotype distribution
based on Hardy-Weinberg and selection, and then draws N genotypes with replacement
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to obtain the next generation (Crow & Kimura, 1970; Nagylaki, 1987, 1997). A simple
stage structure model adds another sampling step to model a finite pool of NO offspring,
and then NA adults are sampled without replacement with probabilities determined by
fitness parameters (Li et al., 2016; Nagylaki, 1987, 1997). Under this form of sampling,
selection becomes more intense as recruitment rate decreases (i.e., as NA/NZ
approaches zero; Fig I.1). The additional levels of complexity we consider here add
slightly more realism to the model of reproduction by replacing the random union of
gametes assumption with a clutch model in which M random pairs of adults each
generate C offspring, such that the offspring population is composed of M = NO/C sets
of full siblings. For one set, parents are sampled with replacement, so M is not
constrained to be ≤ NA/2. As a consequence, some parents might participate in more
than one mating while others might not mate at all. When C = 1, the clutch model
reduces to the stage-structure model with random union of gametes (Watterson, 1970).
Formal schema for these reproduction models are depicted in Fig I.2

Two locus models.—We implemented the different reproduction models with a simple
two-locus system to evaluate their impacts on the adaptation process. We used the
basic deterministic model described by Lewontin and Kojima (1960) and added a
sampling step to obtain the basic/standard model of selection and drift. This model
represents two variable loci, A-a and B-b. The frequency of allele A is p, and the
frequency of allele B is r. Diploid genotype fitnesses are represented as Wij, where i is
the number of A alleles and j is the number of B alleles (e.g., fitness of genotype AABB
is W 22, and that of AaBB is W12, etc.). For simplicity, we assumed additive and equal
beneficial effects s of the A and B alleles, such that W22 = 1 + 4s, W12 = W21 = 1 + 3s,
W20 = W02 = W11 = 1 + 2s, W10 = W01 = 1 + s, and W00 = 1. The model allows an
arbitrary initial level of linkage disequilibrium D = g11g00 - g10g01 (where g11 is the
frequency of AB gametes, etc.) and recombination probability R.
.
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Figure I.1. Effect of recruitment rate on change in fitness over one generation for a single biallelic locus
for a simple viability selection model. Dark lines represent means across 100 replicates (lighter lines) for a
population of size N=500 and p0=0.5. From top to bottom: s=1, s=0.5, s=0.25, s=0.1, s=0.01, neutral. The
relationship largely follows that of Wallenius’ noncentral hypergeometric distribution, which describes
biased sampling without replacement. This model converges on an infinite gamete model as NA/NZ
approaches zero.
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Figure I.2. Model schema for two-locus simulations. R code for all models can be found in Appendix I.
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We used two initial conditions. The first represents a population that has invaded a new
habitat (or experienced sudden environmental change), where alleles A and B are
advantageous but were formerly neutral or disadvantageous and therefore segregating
at very low frequencies (p = r = 0.05 and D = 0). The second represents admixture
between a population fixed for AAbb and another fixed for aaBB (p = r = 0.5 and D = 0.25, its maximum value).

To illustrate the influence of life history on the behavior of the model, we simulated 100
replicates of 100 generations for each parameter combination summarized in Table I.1.
To evaluate the speed and consistency of selection, we tracked the mean population
fitness across generations. To evaluate the acute effects of drift and to compare to
existing closed-form expectations under the standard model, we estimated the
probability of loss of a new beneficial mutation in the first generation (given standard
closed-form solutions for a single generation).

Genome-scale models.—We expanded the two-locus systems to include six primary life
history models. As before, we include models varying according to age structure, the
age/stage at which selection occurs, and we further expand these models to the case of
3, 5, and 15 biallelic loci (0=resident, 1=introduced) with stochastic segregation. Fitness
remains additive across all loci. Recombination (genetic crossover) follows a simple
binomial model with probability R and assumes uniform rate along the sequence. For
simplicity, sex ratio is assumed equal, and population size remains constant while the
number of breeding adults varies randomly or according to fitness. For models with age
structure and/or fecundity selection, B=NA breeders are sampled with replacement from
the adult population. Thus, while each mating results in the same number of zygotes,
individuals entering generation t+1 may have multiple mates while the number of
pairings, M, is always constrained to ≤ NZ/2. When selection occurs on reproductive
opportunities, NA adults are sampled according to their genotypic fitness. Otherwise,
they represent a simple random sample (uniform probability) from the population. Under
age structure and/or viability selection, N=NA individuals are sampled without
replacement from a pool consisting of NZ offspring. Formal model schema for genome-
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scale models are depicted in Fig I.3, with additional explanation provided in Table I.2.

To further emphasize genomic interference, we set selection coefficients to favor
resident and introduced alleles in alternating order along the sequence (e.g., s = (1,1,1), for the three-locus case and so on) in a subset of models (Table I.1). With an odd
number of sites under selection, this provided a slight fitness advantage to introduced
genotypes (e.g., when L=5, s̅ = 0.2), which we intended to further amplify the potential
for genetic hitchhiking as well as to simulate our focal study system in which nonnatives
and hybrids experience an initial fitness advantage. In a separate but related analysis,
we allowed selection to fluctuate according to real drought conditions in CA as this
reflects our focal study system. We assume that drought favors an existing population
homozygous at all loci while wet years result in a slight fitness advantage to introduced
genotypes. For the remainder of simulation sets, we assumed equal and beneficial
effects of introduced alleles.

To investigate the effect of life history on the behavior of each genome-scale model, we
simulated up to 100 generations with and without random union of gametes for each
model shown in Fig. I.3, and each parameter combination summarized in Table I.1. The
number of replicates depended on computational efficiency for various parameter sets;
however, starting conditions and replicate numbers were equivalent for direct
comparisons. Simulations were conducted in R 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018b) and
parallelized using the “foreach” package and parallel backend through the “DoSNOW”
package and its dependencies (Revolution Analytics & Weston, 2017a, 2017b, 2017c;
Tierney et al., 2016).
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Table I.1. Model parameters for two-locus and genome-scale models.
Parameter

Two-locus model

Genome-scale model

Adult population size NA

50, 500

50, 500

Total number of offspring (zygotes) NZ

2xNA, 100xNA, infinite

1xNA - 1000xNA

Clutch size C

1, 10, 100

variable, ≤ NZ/2

Recombination probability R

0.5, 0.05, 0.005

0.5, 0.05, 0.005

Sites under selection L

2

3, 5, 15

Selection coefficients s
(additive effects)

(0.05, 0.05)

(1, 1, 1, …, L)/L
(1, -1, 1, ..., L) /L
(1, -0.5, 1, …, L) /L
(1.5, -0.25, 1.5, ..., L) /L
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Figure I.3. Model schema for stochastic genome-scale models. Darker arrows represent biased sampling
(selection). R code for all models and parameter combinations can be found in Appendix I.
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Table I.2. Abbreviations and explanations for stochastic genome-scale models.
Fig I.2
Age
corresponding Mode of selection
RUG
Notes
structure
model
R_RUG
a
reproduction
yes
no
S_RUG
b
viability
yes
no
reduces to R_RUG when NA = NZ
CMBN_RUG
f
reproduction/viability
yes
no
ASS_RUG
d
viability
yes
yes
models are equivalent if s = 0,
ASR_RUG
e
reproduction
yes
yes
reduce to AS_RUG
DRS_RUG
e
reproduction + viability yes
yes
R_Clutch
f
reproduction
no
no
S_Clutch
c
viability
no
no
reduces to R_Clutch when NA = NZ
CMBN_Clutch
f
reproduction/viability
no
no
ASS_Clutch
e
viability
no
yes
models are equivalent if s = 0,
ASR_Clutch
e
reproduction
no
yes
reduce to AS_Clutch
DRS_Clutch
e
reproduction + viability no
yes
Model
abbreviation
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Results
Probability of loss of a new beneficial mutation
When a single adult was heterozygous for a beneficial mutation at a single locus, finite
reproduction (represented by the stage structure model) can substantially increase the
probability that the beneficial mutation is lost in the first generation. When clutch size
was 1 (the standard model assumption that each offspring results from an independent
pairing of parents) and NZ was 10 x NA, the probability of loss was approximately equal
to that expected from the standard model (Fig I.4). But when the offspring population
size was small (2 x NA), the probability of loss of a mutation with fitness advantage of
0.05 was over 0.4, greater even than the probability of loss of a new neutral mutation
under the standard population model (~e-1 = 0.3679 for large N).

When offspring populations resulted from few matings with large clutch size, the
probability of loss of advantageous mutations was even greater. When clutch size was
large (100 offspring per mating) and the total number of zygotes produced prior to
selection was small (2 x NA), a mutation with fitness advantage 0.05 was lost in >95%
of simulations (regardless of NA). When the number of zygotes was larger (10 x NA),
the beneficial mutation was lost in over 82% of simulations with large clutch size (Fig
I.4).

Two-locus models
As expected, when life history complexity increases the number of sampling steps
without changing selection, fitness outcomes were less predictable and less likely to
result in fixation of the highest fitness genotype. The rate of adaptation in simple stage
structure model was similar to the standard model when the number of offspring was
large (100x adult population) (Fig I.5), but when the number of offspring was small (2x
adult population), fixation of beneficial alleles was much less likely, and outcomes were
more variable (as predicted from single locus theory).
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Figure I.4. Probability of loss of a new beneficial mutation (fitness advantage 0.05) in one generation as
a function of population reproductive output (NZ relative to NA) and clutch size per mating. Probabilities
were estimated as the fraction of 10,000 simulations in which the allele was absent in the second parental
population. The dashed horizontal line shows the probability of loss under the standard model (NZ infinite
and clutch size = 1).
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Figure I.5. Population mean fitness trajectories for the age structure model initiated with rare beneficial
alleles at two loci (initial frequencies 0.05). Each allele had selective advantage 0.05, so the maximum
fitness was 1+4s = 1.20. Loci were unlinked (recombination rate 0.50). Adult and zygote population sizes
(NA and NZ) vary by panel, with the right two (C and F) illustrating the standard model. Dark lines
represent the deterministic expectation from standard two locus model (Lewontin and Kojima1960) and
are identical in each panel. Grey lines represent replicate trajectories of the stochastic model.
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Results from the clutch model showed even greater uncertainty and lower probability of
fixation of both beneficial alleles (Fig I.6). When clutch size (C) was large relative to the
total population of offspring, by necessity the number of clutches (M) was small (for a
given offspring population NZ = C x M), generally resulting in increased random variation
in reproduction among adults (and therefore lower effective population size).

In the admixture scenario (each parental population fixed for a beneficial allele at a
different locus), recombination was necessary to create the best two-locus genotype.
High reproductive output increased the probability of fixation of the high-fitness hybrid
genotype, resembling the standard model when NZ = 10 x NA (Fig I.7). Large clutch size
reduced the fixation probability; this was particularly evident when NZ=2xNA and
recombination was low (Fig I.8).

When model parameters maximized the effects of drift, fixation of new alleles occurred
rarely, but it was very rapid when it happened (Fig I.8). For example, when population
sizes were small (NA = 50, NZ = 100), and all offspring resulted from a single mating (C
= NZ = 100), an initially rare advantageous allele was fixed approximately 10% of the
time (either of two alleles, each with initial frequency of 5% - identical to the neutral
expectation), but this fixation almost always occurred within 20 generations. In contrast,
with less stochasticity, neither advantageous allele was fixed in less than 20
generations, but both were usually increasing (Fig I.7).
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Figure I.6. Population mean fitness trajectories for the clutch model (clutch size 100 per mating pair)
initiated with rare beneficial alleles at two loci (initial frequencies 0.05). Each allele had selective
advantage 0.05, so the maximum fitness was 1+4s = 1.20. Loci were unlinked (recombination rate 0.50).
Adult and zygote population sizes (NA and Nz) vary by panel, with the right two (C and F) illustrating the
standard model. Dark lines represent the deterministic expectation from standard two locus model
(Lewontin and Kojima1960) and are identical in each panel. Grey lines represent replicate trajectories of
the stochastic model. Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different genotypic combinations.
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Figure I.7. Population mean fitness trajectories for the age structure model after admixture of two
parental populations, one fixed for a beneficial allele at locus 1 and the other fixed for a beneficial allele at
locus 2. Each allele had selective advantage 0.05, so the maximum fitness was 1+4s = 1.20. Loci were
unlinked (recombination rate 0.50). Adult and zygote population sizes (NA and Nz) vary by panel, with the
right two (C and F) illustrating the standard model. Dark lines represent the deterministic expectation from
standard two locus model (Lewontin and Kojima1960) and are identical in each panel. Grey lines
represent replicate trajectories of the stochastic model.
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Figure I.8. Population mean fitness trajectories for the clutch model (clutch size 100 per mating pair)
after admixture of two parental populations, one fixed for a beneficial allele at locus 1 and the other fixed
for a beneficial allele at locus 2. Each allele had selective advantage 0.05, so the maximum fitness was
1+4s = 1.20. Loci were unlinked (R = 0.50). Adult and zygote population sizes (NA and NZ) vary by panel,
with the right two (C and F) illustrating the standard model. Dark lines represent the deterministic
expectation from standard two locus model (Lewontin and Kojima1960) and are identical in each panel.
Grey lines represent replicate trajectories of the stochastic model. Multiple asymptotes indicate the
fixation of different genotypic combinations.
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Low recombination tended to reduce the expected rate of adaptation and increase the
variability of outcomes (Fig I.9–I.10). When beneficial alleles were initially rare, this
illustrates the classic Hill-Robertson interference effect. Beneficial alleles initially exist
on different chromosomes so the best genotype cannot exist until recombination brings
them together, and often only one allele is fixed if recombination is rare and effective
population size is small (Hill and Robertson 1966). In our simulations, fixation of one
beneficial allele and loss of the other is shown when fitness levels off at 1.10 (1 + 2s
instead of 1 + 4s, the fitness of the best possible genotype).

With admixture, beneficial alleles were initially equally common (p = r = 0.5), but in
negative linkage disequilibrium. Again, interbreeding and recombination are necessary
to generate the best possible true-breeding hybrid genotype. Low recombination
resulted in lower expected rates of adaptation and increased stochasticity, especially for
small populations with large clutch sizes (few mating pairs), with essentially pure drift in
the most extreme case. When all offspring resulted from a single mating (C = NZ = 100)
and recombination was rare, a single parental genotype drifted quickly to fixation in
every simulation (I.11–I.12).
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Figure I.9. Population mean fitness trajectories for the age structure model initiated with rare beneficial
alleles at two linked loci (initial frequencies 0.05, recombination rate 0.005). Each allele had selective
advantage 0.05, so the maximum fitness was 1+4s = 1.20. Adult and zygote population sizes (NA and NZ)
vary by panel, with the right two (C and F) illustrating the standard model (with linkage). Dark solid and
dashed lines represent the deterministic expectation from standard two locus model (Lewontin and
Kojima1960) with and without linkage, respectively, and are identical in each panel. Grey lines represent
replicate trajectories of the stochastic model. Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different
genotypic combinations.
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Figure I.10. Population mean fitness trajectories for the clutch model (clutch size 100 per mating pair)
initiated with rare beneficial alleles at two linked loci (initial frequencies 0.05, recombination rate 0.005).
Each allele had selective advantage 0.05, so the maximum fitness was 1+4s = 1.20. Loci were unlinked
(recombination rate 0.50). Adult and zygote population sizes (NA and NZ) vary by panel, with the right two
(C and F) illustrating the standard model (with linkage). Dark solid and dashed lines represent the
deterministic expectation from standard two locus model (Lewontin and Kojima1960) with and without
linkage, respectively, and are identical in each panel. Grey lines represent replicate trajectories of the
stochastic model. Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different genotypic combinations.
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Figure I.11. Population mean fitness trajectories for the age structure model after admixture of two
parental populations, one fixed for a beneficial allele at one locus and the other fixed for a beneficial allele
at a linked locus (recombination rate 0.005). Each allele had selective advantage 0.05, so the maximum
fitness was 1+4s = 1.20. Adult and zygote population sizes (NA and NZ) vary by panel, with the right two
(C and F) illustrating the standard model (with linkage). Dark solid and dashed lines represent the
deterministic expectation from standard two locus model (Lewontin and Kojima1960) with and without
linkage, respectively, and are identical in each panel. Grey lines represent replicate trajectories of the
stochastic model. Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different genotypic combinations.
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Figure I.12. Population mean fitness trajectories for the clutch model (clutch size 100 per mating pair)
after admixture of two parental populations, one fixed for a beneficial allele at one locus and the other
fixed for a beneficial allele at a linked locus (recombination rate 0.005). Each allele had selective
advantage 0.05, so the maximum fitness was 1+4s = 1.20. Adult and zygote population sizes (NA and NZ)
vary by panel, with the right two (C and F) illustrating the standard model (with linkage). Dark solid and
dashed lines represent the deterministic expectation from standard two locus model (Lewontin and
Kojima1960) with and without linkage, respectively, and are identical in each panel. Grey lines represent
replicate trajectories of the stochastic model. Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different
genotypic combinations.
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Genome-scale models
Individual-based models with more loci gave results consistent with the simple twolocus model. When selection occurred only on opportunities for reproduction, higher
reproductive output had little to no effect (Figs I.13–I.15, panels a and d). When
selection occurred only on viability, higher reproductive output led to more consistent
and rapid adaptation on average (Fig I.13–I.15, panels b and e). This occurred with a
faster increase and higher overall heterozygosity during early generations (Fig I.16),
indicating that higher reproductive output was potentially associated with more efficient
(in addition to more intense) selection. However, while there was a sometimes very
rapid fixation of beneficial alleles at larger clutch sizes, there was also a greater
probability of loss of beneficial alleles under the same model parameters (Fig I.13–I.15).
With selection on both viability and reproduction, results were largely intermediate
between viability-only and reproduction-only models.

Introducing age structure resulted in greater fitness extremes across replicates and
greater fixation in the 3-site (Fig I.13), 5-site (Fig I.14), and 15-site models (Fig I.15).
Drift tended to increase to a greater extent at higher reproductive outputs during early
generations, leading to equal or higher mean fitness at different reproductive outputs
but with more rapid fixation at both high and low fitness values. The adaptation process
was considerably slower for all models when fitness was affected by many loci (each of
smaller effect) (Figs 1.13–I.15). With moderate to weak linkage, fecundity affected
adaptation as expected from the two-locus models.
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Figure I.13. Population fitness (250 replicates) following introduction of 2 heterozygotes (po=0.02) to a
population of size N=50, with L=3 and R=0.5, for clutch models. Top row: simple single step models for
(a) standard reproduction, (b) standard viability, and (c) reproduction and viability in a single step. Bottom
row: the two-step (complex life cycle) analogs of (a–c): (d) reproduction with age structure, (e) viability
with age structure, and (f) reproduction and viability with age structure. See Fig I.14 and I.15 for 5- and
15-site models, respectively. Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different genotypic combinations.
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Figure I.14. Population fitness (250 replicates) following introduction of 2 heterozygotes (po=0.02) to a
population of size N=50, with L=5 and R=0.5 for clutch models. Top row represents simple single step
models, and bottom row represents two-step (complex life cycle) analogs. Panels a–f correspond to
panels a–f in Fig I.13 (3 sites) and I.15 (15 sites). Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different
genotypic combinations.
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Figure I.15. Population fitness (250 replicates) following introduction of 2 heterozygotes (po=0.02) to a
population of size N=50, with L=15 and R=0.5 for clutch models. Top row represents simple single step
models, and bottom row represents two-step (complex life cycle) analogs. Panels a–f correspond to
panels a–f in Fig I.13 (3 sites) and I.14 (5 sites). Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different
genotypic combinations.
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Figure I.16. Mean heterozygosity (500 replicates) for 100 generations for a population of size N=500 and
L=3 for the invasion model. Top row (A, C, E) represents selection on juveniles, and bottom row (B, D, F)
represents selection on reproduction, each under three separate recombination rates.
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Relaxed selection on reproduction had minimal effects on the adaptation process
relative to relaxed selection on survival, and this was also true regardless of assuming
random union of gametes or clutch dynamics (see also: Fig I.17–I.19). When beneficial
alleles were in negative linkage disequilibrium (the admixture scenario), high
reproductive outputs increased the probability that recombination would bring them
together and allow fixation of the best multilocus genotype (Fig I.17–I.19). This
relationship did not differ between RUG and clutch models (Fig I.17). However, the
relative benefit appeared greater under an increasing number of loci and at larger
population sizes (Fig I.17–I.19) such that the probability of loss of beneficial alleles often
followed a bimodal distribution (at N=50: Fig I.19), but this relationship was very weak at
N=500 for 3-site models (Fig I.18). In reproduction models, larger clutch size was
associated with greater variance with fewer loci under selection but never with
increased probability of fixation of beneficial alleles as adjacent sites (Fig I.18–I.19).

The latter was consistent under weak fluctuating selection for a broad range of
parameter combinations (Figs I.20–I.21). Rapid responses to selection and enhanced
drift resulting from high output and age structure led to more extreme fluctuations in
population parameters both within and between replicates, respectively, particularly at
lower numbers of loci and/or higher rates of recombination (Figs I.20–I.21). For
instance, mean population fitness for a 3-site model (Fig I.20) fluctuated up 3 times the
range of that of the 15-site model (Fig I.21) when N=50 and R=0.5, and an output of 256
offspring fluctuated on average 2 times as much as that of an output of 2 offspring per
breeding pair (Fig I.20b and Fig I.20e). Accordingly, heterozygosity decreased most
rapidly under age structure models with selection on both reproduction and survival, as
would be expected given multiple selection events and enhanced drift. However, fixation
rates differed more between age structure and single step selection models than they
did between modes of selection (i.e., reproduction and viability) at high reproductive
outputs. This was true for both extremes at N=50: L=3, R=05 (Fig I.22) and L=15,
R=0.005 Fig I.23).
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Figure I.17. Mean intraindividual probability of adjacent beneficial sites becoming fixed after 100
generations (500 replicates) for age-structured clutch models with N=500 and L=15 under three
recombination rates, (a, b) R=0.005, (c, d) R=0.05, (e, f) R=0.5. Top row (a, c, e) represents random
union of gametes, and bottom row (b, d, e) represents their clutch analogs. Higher probabilities indicate
more efficient local adaptation and higher potential for reduced genomic interference.
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Figure I.18. Mean intraindividual probability of adjacent beneficial sites becoming fixed after 100
generations (500 replicates) for age-structured clutch models with N=500 and L=3 under three
recombination rates (for each group: left to right: R=0.005, R=0.05, R=0.5). Top group represents clutch
models, and bottom group represents random union of gametes. Higher probabilities indicate more
efficient local adaptation and higher potential for reduced genomic interference. For both groups (clutch
and RUG), top row (a,c,e) is the standard admixture model with selection favoring ‘nonnative’ and ‘native’
alleles in alternating sequence (i.e., mean s=0.2), and bottom row (b,d,e) is the standard admixture model
with selection more strongly favoring one parental genotype (mean s=0.8) but also in alternating
sequence.
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Figure I.19. Mean intraindividual probability of adjacent beneficial sites becoming fixed after 100
generations (500 replicates) for age-structured clutch models. Higher probability indicates more efficient
selection and reduced genomic interference. Top group: N=50 and L=3; bottom group: N=50 and L=15.
For both: (a and b) R=0.005, (c and d) R=0.05, (e and f) R=0.5; top row (a,c,e) selection on viability, and
bottom row (b,d,f) selection on opportunities for reproduction.
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Figure I.20. Population fitness (250 replicates) for admixture models with age structure under fluctuating
selection for a population of size N=50, L=3, and R=0.5. Top row (a–c): random union of gametes; bottom
row (d–e): clutch models. Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different genotypic combinations.
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Figure I.21. Population fitness (250 replicates) for admixture models with age structure under fluctuating
selection for a population of size N=50, L=15, and R=0.005. Top row (A-C) random union of gametes,
bottom row (D-E) clutch. Multiple asymptotes indicate the fixation of different genotypic combinations
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Figure I.22 . Mean heterozygosity and interquartile range (250 replicates) for admixture models under
changing selection for a population of N=50, L=3, and R=0.5.
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Figure I.23. Mean heterozygosity and interquartile range (250 replicates) for admixture models under
changing selection for a population of N=50, L=15, and R=0.005.
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Discussion
Life history strategy had a clear effect on the adaptation process, and these effects can
differ greatly depending on genome structure. The strategies that set most pondbreeding amphibians apart (i.e., high fecundity with mating pairs, low adult-offspring
ratios, and differing modes of selection at different life stages) resulted in the widest
range of fitness outcomes. As expected, high fecundity and lower adult-offspring ratios
increased the tempo of evolution (resembling the standard model) while clutch
dynamics, age-structure, and their interaction with high fecundity and low recruitment
generated more erratic and less predictable changes in population parameters,
highlighting the possibility that anecdotal reports of rapid "adaptation" in some small
populations might in fact be explained by genetic drift. While our results are largely
consistent with current theory (Chang et al., 2013; Lynch & Gabriel, 1990), we provide
the first such demonstration incorporating recombination and selection on multi-locus
genotypes as well as the most comprehensive comparison of population genetic-life
history models. Overall, the effects of stochasticity can be far more drastic in complex
life history models relative to the standard model, raising important questions about
adaptive capacity and population viability in nature.

Amphibian population dynamics
Apparent population fluctuations in amphibian populations have long been of interest to
amphibian ecologists, evolutionary biologists, and conservation managers, and there
has been much discussion regarding the ultimate cause of these events (Beebee &
Griffiths, 2005; Green, 2003; Hamer & Mahony, 2007; Pechmann & Wilbur, 1994;
Pickett et al., 2016). Our results demonstrate that simple model adjustments to better
reflect the life history of aquatic-breeding amphibians can amplify both selection and
drift—providing a potential genetic mechanism through which previous hypotheses
regarding sensitivities to environmental fluctuations and the effects of complex life
history might act to generate erratic dynamics.

Although life history strategies can vary greatly in amphibians (Bull & Shine, 1979;
Morrison & Hero, 2003), much as is the malaria system (Chang et al., 2013) (see
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Introduction), most are well-known for their short generation times, high individual
reproductive outputs, low NA:NZ ratios, as well as erratic population dynamics. In pondbreeding taxa, intense density-dependent selection in offspring pools can lead to rapid
purifying selection at the expense of enhanced drift following colonization, mutation, or
immigration. Green (2003) suggested that population variance across a large suite of
amphibians at multiple taxonomic levels was most likely a function of environmental
stochasticity, and that any such variance did not appear to be a function of complex life
history itself but rather was largely restricted to pond-breeding species. This remains in
agreement with our results given that stage-structured models with higher intensity
selection during the recruitment stage (simulating high density in a closed pond system)
generated more rapid selection, the highest fixation rates of beneficial alleles at
adjacent sites (e.g., Fig I.18-I.19), and the highest fixation rates for any site/allele,
regardless of initial frequency or fitness effect (e.g., Fig I.14-I.15).

Mortality is relatively low in adult amphibians with the exception of breeding individuals
subject to increased exposure. Population structure is thus more likely to be influenced
by new migrants (or mutants) or by simple environmental stochasticity acting on
terrestrial adults (including breeders). Under increasing isolation, the latter will be more
frequent than the former. Combined, these effects can lead to erratic population
dynamics if the relatively rare introduction of new genetic material is swept rapidly, but
unpredictably, to fixation. That is, selection can be amplified by high juvenile density and
low recruitment, but it can be effective only if new variants are not lost to enhanced drift
during the initial generations following immigration/mutation. Therefore, higher fecundity
is likely most influential on the adaptation process when populations meet with sudden
and rare environmental change or new genetic material.

The latter scenario may be analogous to some cases of gene surfing during population
expansion in which drift, rather than positive selection, can be responsible for population
genetic differentiation and high fixation rates along spatial gradients (Edmonds, Lillie, &
Cavalli-Sforza, 2004). It may also be an important underlying process augmenting the
gene surfing effect in organisms with complex life histories and/or exceedingly high
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reproductive outputs. For instance, Excoffier and Ray (2008) found that expanding
colonies of both Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae developed complex
and rapid substructure with reduced genetic diversity. They further suggest that these
patterns can provide footprints regarding colonization history. Understanding how these
dynamics interact with life history and demographic processes will go a long way in
advancing our ability to infer colonization history and the relative role of selection and
drift in population differentiation—an especially important subject in modern amphibian
conservation genetics (McCartney‐Melstad & Shaffer, 2015; Nunziata, Scott, & Lance,
2015).

Clutch mortality.—Our results regarding the effect of clutch size and number of clutches
on the adaptation process (e.g., Fig I.7 in which effective population size could be as
low as 2xM = 4xNA/100) reflect hypotheses concerning whole clutch mortality and
increased drift in amphibians (Allentoft & O’Brien, 2010; Vonesh & De la Cruz, 2002).
While we did not specifically model whole clutch mortality, our results do clearly indicate
that higher fecundity can lead to rapid fixation and that the alleles that are subject to
fixation, while likely to be of higher fitness in most cases, can alternatively lead to the
exact opposite low fitness state more often than an intermediate fitness state (i.e., a
bimodal distribution of expected fitness) (Fig I.20).
Comparison to standard models
The two-locus Wright-Fisher (W-F) model with selection remains robust to many life
historical scenarios, including simple stage-structure and fecundity effects and, as
intended, provides estimates of evolutionary change under ideal scenarios for a
population with discrete generations. As the standard model of selection in a finite
population with non-overlapping generations, the W-F sampling model of reproduction
assumes an effectively infinite pool of zygotes from which a sample of NA adults is
drawn with genotype probabilities adjusted by their selective values (Crow & Kimura,
1970; Hartl & Clark, 1997; Nagylaki, 1997). This can underestimate the influence of drift.
For example, if a finite pool of NZ zygotes is produced by random union of gametes from
the previous adult generation, and a selective sample of NA adults is then taken, there is
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very little effect of selection if NZ is not much greater than NA (Lynch & Gabriel, 1990).
This recruitment model converges on the W-F model when NZ>>NA. In terms of
selection intensity, this suggests that the W-F model with selection might be a good
approximation for species such as amphibians that can vastly overproduce offspring
relative to the expected number surviving to reproduce (Type III survivorship). However,
such species can violate the independent sampling assumption of the W-F model if a
single mating pair produces a large number of siblings. I.e., a large population of
zygotes composed of a few sibships does not represent a simple random sample of all
possible zygotes. This kind of high reproductive output model introduces an additional
source of randomness to the system, because it is possible that only a few of the
possible parental combinations contribute to the pool of zygotes available for selection.
Large reproductive outputs may reduce drift within individual population trajectories
while simultaneously increasing stochasticity between them. Indeed, it has been shown
previously that slight changes in how fecundity selection models are constructed can
have strong, sometimes counterintuitive, effects on the capacity for adaptive evolution
(Evans & Charlesworth, 2013; Holsinger, Feldman, & Altenberg, 1986).

Many standard models such as W-F with selection may be associated with more
efficient selection than the non-standard approaches we present here. For instance,
when one extends the W-F model with selection to multiple loci, genotype probabilities
are adjusted by the product of their selective values and their recombinational
probabilities. Because reproductive output is assumed infinite, and selection occurs
following gamete production, selection is permitted to explore all possible genotypic
combinations that could be produced by a population each generation. Under additive
fitness, this should result in maximum selection efficiency, because the number of
possible gametic combinations increases exponentially with the number of loci under
selection (2L gametic combinations for L biallelic loci and 2Lx2 zygotic combinations for L
biallelic loci). Under W-F, the highest fitness genotypes are always available for
selection. Selection efficiency should thus increase with the number of gametes
produced (reproductive output) and decrease with an increasing number of sites under
selection (Fig I.24). This concept is already clear in the context of population size alone
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(Albu, Kermany, & Hickey, 2012) as the number of genotypic combinations produced
each generation is proportional to Ne, but it appears that no attention has been placed
on the joint effect of reproductive output and multiple loci on evolutionary rates.

We were unable to recreate the conditions observed by Chang et al. (2013) in a model
of the malaria parasite life cycle, i.e., increases in rates of adaptation beyond that
expected under the standard model. However, they compared W-F to a Moran model, a
fundamentally different process for which differences in fixation are expected (Bhaskar
& Song, 2009; Wakeley, 2009). As pointed out by Wakeley (2009), there is a twofold
increase in drift in the Moran versus W-F model owing to the skewed distribution of
offspring (Feldman, 1966; Moran & Watterson, 1959). Our results are thus similar to
those of Chang et al. (2013) without incorporating overlapping generations, which
appears to have little effect on differences between Moran and W-F processes (i.e.,
modifying the W-F sampling model to include continuous age structure (overlapping
generations) is largely equivalent to a Moran process) (Wakeley, 2009).

Figure I.24. Advantage of larger reproductive output in relation to the number of segregating sites under
selection. Higher offspring number increases the probability of ‘unlocking’ high fitness combinations via
recombination, particularly during an F1 generation. Lines depict different numbers of sites (1–12). The
benefit of larger reproductive output increases with the number of sites under selection owing to the
increasing number of possible genotypic combinations, but the relationship is highly dependent on
selection intensity and life history strategy.
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Recombination and genomic interference
The more efficient, as opposed to strictly more intense, selection we observed with
higher reproductive output under viability models is partially a product of genetic
recombination. Studies of associations between fecundity and phenomena such as
rapid local adaptation or population recovery and increased invasiveness (Mason et al.,
2008; Van Kleunen et al., 2010; Van Kleunen, Weber, & Fischer, 2010) risk erroneous
conclusions, as genome structure may play an important a role. For example, Li et al.
(2016) accurately point out that more intense selection results in a maximum fixation
probability at intermediate reproductive outputs owing to density-dependence. Our
results of course support this fact, but the relationship can shift when one considers
many loci (15 sites: Fig I.18; 3 sites: Fig I.19). This is a potentially important result for
the evolution of caudates, which exhibit some of largest genome sizes and high
prevalence of polyploidy among vertebrates. In particular, given the inverse relationship
between average recombination rate and genome size (Lynch, 2007), variation in
reproductive strategy might have a direct relation to the evolution of recombination rate
and thus genome size and duplication rates.

The drift associated with finite reproductive output places greater uncertainty on fitness
outcomes, as does the formation of random mating pairs. By introducing greater
potential for genetic variation among an individual’s offspring and establishing a
scenario for more intense selection (lower recruitment, Fig I.1) to explore a greater
number of recombinant genotypes (Fig I.24), large reproductive output may overcome
many of the constraints of a small population size in both the short term and long term.
This is best illustrated when one considers linkage blocks (Fig I.18–I.20). If higher
intensity selection was alone responsible for faster rates of adaptive evolution and
greater fixation probabilities of beneficial alleles, we would expect skewness in s (such
that one parental line is more strongly favored; see Methods) to alter the relationship
between reproductive output and fixation of beneficial alleles. Although there was
greater variance in outcomes, this was not the case, and higher reproductive output still
resulted in a higher within-individual probability of beneficial alleles being fixed at
adjacent sites when s was highly skewed toward one parental genotype (Fig I.25).
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Figure I.25 . Mean intraindividual probability of adjacent beneficial sites becoming fixed after 100
generations (500 replicates) for age-structured clutch models with N=500 and L=5 under three
recombination rates and selection scenarios in which s is skewed to more strongly in favor one parental
genotype. Higher probabilities indicate more efficient local adaptation and higher potential for reduced
genomic interference. From left to right: (a, d, g) R=0.005, (b, e, h) R=0.05, (c, f, i) R=0.5. From top to
bottom: (a, b, c) standard admixture model with selection favoring ‘nonnative’ and ‘native’ alleles in
alternating sequence with mean s̅ =0.2; (d, e, f); same but with mean s̅ =0.4; (g, h, i) mean s̅=0.8.
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Implications for management
Amphibian conservation.—Our results may help to explain cases of rapid local
adaptation by some small populations, but they also highlight that pond-breeding
amphibian populations risk increased drift and uncertain fates any time selection
regimes change (e.g., environmental change, gene flow). A reduction in genetic
variance owing to a small pool of breeding adults, large outputs, and low recruitment will
also limit adaptive capacity over extended time periods compared to larger populations.
Both mechanisms can explain the often-high dependence on interconnected (overland
corridors) wetland networks that is exhibited by many amphibians, as well as the
combined importance of landscape resistance to dispersal and the spatial arrangement
of source and sink populations (for a recent perspective and related modelling
approach, see: Zamberletti et al., 2018).

Biological invasions.—Implications for biological invasions are two-fold. First, we
emphasize the importance of rapid response to biological introductions in amphibians
given the potential for rapid expansion and local adaptation. Among both plants and
vertebrate ectotherms, life history traits such as high offspring number and short
generation times have repeatedly been shown to correlate positively with invasiveness
(e.g., Allen, Street, & Capellini, 2017; Burns, 2006; Pheloung, Williams, & Halloy, 1999).
However, in the absence of further propagules, success following most cases of
introduction remains highly idiosyncratic, and these results may reflect simple cases of
drift followed by intense selection. For instance, if initial propagules do survive to
reproduce, and these individuals exhibit substantial reproductive output, the probability
of establishment increases greatly, because (1) a single female could produce most or
even all of the recruits necessary for the next generation, (2) enhanced recombination
(and increased probability of a mutation event) permits selection to explore a greater
number of genotypes in a novel environment, and (3) more intense selection (potentially
paired with low recruitment) can augment local adaptation. This could provide a
mechanism for the seemingly idiosyncratic nature of invasiveness, as well as boomand-bust dynamics (Simberloff & Gibbons, 2004; Strayer et al., 2017).
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Future work could begin by correlating reproductive strategy / fecundity to variability in
invasiveness for taxa with multiple introductions. This approach may not apply to other
groups as it applies to amphibians in which initial success is largely contingent upon
density-dependent selection at a small scale in relatively closed pond systems, but rapid
reproduction and increased recombination may be recurring themes. For instance, in
over 20 studies reviewed by Gioria and Pyšek (2017), early germination and high seed
production were rather reliable predictors of invasiveness while percentage germination
was not. Importantly, larger clutch size has the distinct advantage of increasing the
number of recombination and mutation events per individual, but not per gamete
produced. Thus, there will be increased potential for new genetic variation and
decreased likelihood that recombination breaks down existing beneficial combinations;
a single individual with a beneficial gene combination can produce many gametes in
which that combination remains intact, along with potential mutants and several new
recombinants, all of which are available for selection.

In invasions leading to hybridization, introducing new genetic material can result in
transgressive traits in hybrid progeny, potentially permitting instantaneous fitness
advantages over native parental lines. Early generation hybrids may also be less fit
owing to Bateson [Dobzhansky-Muller] incompatibilities (Dobzhansky, 1936; Muller,
1942b; Orr, 1996). Enhanced recombination can likewise be of great benefit during
these stages as it allows many different loci to respond to a broader set of selective
pressures if F1 generations do survive to reproduce. The N-CTS x I-BTS system may
be one such example, and this subject will be examined to some extent in Chapters II
and III. Given that hybrids in this system appear exceptionally fit during aquatic phases,
the rapid admixture observed may result from reduced stochasticity and enhanced
selection intensity; hybrids are often paedomorphic, and, in the absence of multiple
phases (terrestrial and aquatic), selection should be more uniform throughout their life
history.
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Conclusions
While the concepts we present here are largely consistent with current theory (Chang et
al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Lynch & Gabriel, 1990), they have not previously been
extended to multi-locus genotypes nor have they been presented as a possible
mechanism for erratic dynamics of amphibian populations. Life history clearly has
important consequences for evolution in finite populations. Clear interactions between
life history strategy and genome structure (e.g., number of loci subject to selection)
deserve further attention. Many forms of adaptation may result from natural selection on
a balance between genome structure (e.g., size) and life history strategy that maximizes
Ne (i.e., Ne is proportional to the number of possible genotypic combinations that a
population can produce). Evolution acts on composite systems, and drift itself can serve
as a selective agent to which composite systems respond by optimizing random errors
through various life history strategies. Our results likely apply across broader taxonomic
scales, but further work is needed to relate our models even to real amphibian
populations.
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CHAPTER II
BOUNDED HYBRID SUPERIORITY MAY LIMIT THE SCOPE OF A
HYBRID INVASION VIA BIOENERGETIC TRADEOFFS
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Abstract
Hybridization between previously isolated populations can result in meaningful and
sometimes rapid evolution. Transgressive segregation, or the production of novel
phenotypes in hybrid offspring, is one potential mechanism by which hybrids may come
to exploit a different or broader set of environmental conditions than parental lines.
Transgressive phenotypes might be universally advantageous or disadvantageous, or
their performance may be conditional on ecological context (bounded hybrid
superiority). This might be particularly important in species with complex life histories
that balance a broad set of ecological interactions through space and time. Here, we
investigate the effects of hybridization and the potential for transgression in
physiological niche in salamanders with a highly plastic biphasic life history. Barred
Tiger Salamanders (Ambystoma mavortium) were introduced to central California in the
1940s and 1950s and subsequently hybridized with imperiled California Tiger
Salamanders (A. californiense). The narrow contact zone between native populations
and those of hybrid origin appears to be strongly associated with landscape features
(i.e., presence of perennial as opposed to seasonal breeding ponds), suggesting
bounded hybrid superiority. To better understand these patterns, we measured resting
metabolism and rates of water loss under three field-derived temperatures relevant to
major life history events. We found that differential performance across life history
phases may result in bounded hybrid superiority owing to spatial variation in the timing
and duration of terrestrial and aquatic phases as well as energy demand within harsh
landscapes. While hybrids were intermediate (additive) across most temperature
treatments, we detected transgressive (higher) metabolic rates at temperatures
reflecting long-term burrow and pond use and, unpredictably, transgressive (lower)
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water loss at temperatures reflecting metamorph emergence and dispersal. In
conjunction with previous observations, our results suggest that the contemporary
hybrid swarm is an ecologically distinct, yet genetically quite variable, group that
outperforms natives in landscapes with high availability of unnatural perennial breeding
ponds but may not successfully invade terrestrial landscapes dominated by natural
seasonal ponds where food resources can be more limited. Our results provide a
mechanistic justification for targeted habitat manipulation (restoration to natural
seasonal hydroperiod) as a strategy to control the invasion and promote an imperiled
native amphibian.

Introduction
Interactions between the divergent effect of selection and homogenizing effect of gene
flow ultimately shape hybrid zones (Barton, 2001; Harrison, 1993). The bounded hybrid
superiority model is an environment-dependent selection model that attempts to explain
the maintenance of stable hybrid zones. It posits that hybrids are more fit than parents
within intermediate habitats, but not within the habitats occupied by parental taxa
(Moore 1977; Moore and Price 1993). This is in contrast to the tension zone model in
which hybrid zones are associated with suboptimal environmental conditions, because
those areas are population sinks maintained by immigration from thriving parental
populations (Barton, 1979; Barton & Hewitt, 1985).

Across varied landscapes or life history, bounded hybrid superiority might explain long
term stability of both hybrid and parental populations that are associated with particular
combinations of environmental variables (Moore, 1977; Moore & Price, 1993).
Organisms with complex or multiphasic life histories occupy multiple niches throughout
their lifetime (Moran, 1994; Olson, 1996; Werner, 1988; Werner & Gilliam, 1984), and
this increased complexity is accompanied by an increased range of ecological
interactions through space and time (Lemmon & Lemmon, 2010; Parris, 2001a, 2001b).
When hybrids are viable, variation in life history might increase the scope of ecological
selection and thus the context-dependence of hybrid fitness. For instance,
recombination between the genomes of divergent populations can generate novel
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phenotypes, i.e., transgressive segregation, capable of capitalizing on environments not
occupied by parental lines (Ellstrand & Schierenbeck, 2000; Rieseberg, Archer, &
Wayne, 1999; Rieseberg et al., 2003). Such transgressive phenotypes can result in
hybrid vigor or hybrid dysfunction, but a hybrid might exhibit both when one considers
individual traits or components of fitness separately.

Amphibians as models.—Pond-breeding amphibians (e.g., Ambystoma spp) typify multiphasic life cycles. Each life stage and the transitional periods within and among them
can experience very different, often intense, selection pressures. Competition and
hydroperiod form the primary pressures acting on aquatic larvae within relatively closed
vernal pond systems, which are buffered against a typically harsher terrestrial
environment. For metamorphic individuals within the open and more variable terrestrial
landscape, direct competition is presumably relaxed, and trophic interactions and
microclimatic pressures (e.g., desiccation) predominate (Johnson, Hoverman, et al.,
2013; Lowe, Castley, & Hero, 2015; Peterman et al., 2014; Peterman, Locke, &
Semlitsch, 2013; Prugh et al., 2008; Van Buskirk, 2005; Werner et al., 2007). Thus,
population structure can be strongly impacted by landscape features (e.g., Peterman,
Locke, & Semlitsch, 2013), and several dissociable components of fitness might be
affected by genetic interactions in hybrids: growth and survival during the larval period,
timing and developmental organization of metamorphosis, post-metamorphic growth
and survival, and adult reproductive success (mating and fecundity).

Ecological significance of physiology.—As moist-skinned ectotherms, each
abovementioned fitness component is tightly coupled to environmental variation in
temperature and water availability, making variation in physiology (e.g., water loss and
metabolic rate) a powerful mechanistic link between performance and environmental
variation through space and time. Low rates of water loss contribute to habitat tolerance
by potentially increasing duration of activity and an ability to disperse across landscapes
(Peterman, Locke, & Semlitsch, 2013; Riddell & Sears, 2015). Owing to these
interactions, water loss physiology is a fundamental trait underlying the geographic
range of some amphibian species (e.g., Riddell et al., 2017).
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The role of metabolic rate, however, may be far more context-dependent, differentially
affecting juvenile and adult stages and necessitating a more thorough understanding of
the environmental conditions encountered during different life history events (Auer et al.,
2015a, 2015b; Burton et al., 2011). Higher resting metabolic rates should be favored
when food resources are high owing to tradeoffs in growth and development, locomotor
performance, and the general pace of life (Burton et al., 2011; Pettersen, White, &
Marshall, 2016). For instance, higher metabolic rates can be related to greater
performance in terms of development (e.g., age at first reproduction) and locomotion
(e.g., sprint speed) but typically increases energy demand, thereby reducing endurance
and potentially increasing exposure risk (Burton et al., 2011). These patterns indicate
that higher resting metabolic rates can be advantageous when resources are abundant
but costly if resources decline across landscapes, time, or ontogeny, and this contextdependence highlights the possibility for opposing selection pressures through
ontogeny.

Here, we consider measures of physiological performance that are expected to affect
amphibian population dynamics, evaluating whether metabolic rates and water loss
rates are consistent with hybrid advantage or disadvantage under conditions
experienced at different life history stages or events in a pond-breeding salamander
system with variable life history strategies. We integrate these results with those of
previous studies to evaluate a hypothesis of bounded hybrid superiority versus overall
hybrid advantage in a native-introduced salamander hybrid zone in central California.
Owing to its complexity and previous contributions to the understanding of hybridization
in nature, we provide below an overview of existing evidence and current hypotheses
regarding hybrid zone dynamics in this system.

Study system
In most amphibians, a biphasic life history is obligate: all individuals metamorphose and
enter a terrestrial phase before reaching sexual maturity. In other amphibians,
metamorphosis can be facultative: instead of being developmentally programmed,
metamorphosis is environmentally induced by stressors associated with pond drying or
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warming. Some individuals in perennial ponds may forgo metamorphosis and continue
to grow and become sexually mature in the fully aquatic larval form (i.e.,
paedomorphosis). This strategy results in co-occurrence of immature larvae and
sexually-mature, gilled, adults that may act as top predators within perennial breeding
ponds. This variation in life history means that several elements of organismal
performance must be integrated to understand and predict how lifetime reproductive
success is affected by the environment in amphibian systems.

Ambystoma mavortium (I-BTS - barred tiger salamander) was introduced from New
Mexico and Texas into the range of imperiled A. californiense (N-CTS - California tiger
salamander) during the 1940s and 1950s as bait for local fisherman. The secondary
contact between I-BTS and N-CTS followed five million years of geographic isolation
and divergent life history evolution (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004; Riley, Shaffer, et al.,
2003). Within its native range, I-BTS exhibits facultative paedomorphosis and breeds
primarily during spring/summer rains while hibernating during winter months.
Conversely, N-CTS is an obligate metamorph, breeding during the milder
Mediterranean winters of central and coastal California. Within its introduced range,
however, I-BTS breeds with N-CTS while maintaining a facultative paedomorphic life
history, and this trait is transmitted to hybrid offspring (Riley, Shaffer, et al., 2003;
Trenham, Koenig, & Shaffer, 2001; Trenham, Shaffer, et al., 2000) (Fig II.1).

This relatively recent hybrid invasion has been the focus of population genomic and
ecological studies since before the turn of the century (Riley, Shaffer, et al., 2003).
Repeated backcrossing and admixture has occurred in wild populations for
approximately 40 generations, resulting in a hybrid swarm (>40% I-BTS ancestry) that
encompasses roughly a quarter of the N-CTS range (Fig II.2). The hybrid zone is
believed to be dynamic and expanding, with a few nonnative genes introgressing 150
km into N-CTS populations (Fitzpatrick et al., 2010b). However, a nonnative I-BTS
ancestry for these "superinvasive" (SI) genes has recently been questioned through an
expanded set of nuclear markers and reference populations (Fitzpatrick et al., 2010b,
McCartney-Melstad et al. unpublished).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

Figure II.1. Parental species and hybrid morphs. (a) obligately metamorphic California Tiger Salamander
(N-CTS – Ambystoma californiense), (b) facultatively paedomorphic Barred Tiger Salamander (I-BTS – A.
mavortium), (c) typical aquatic larva, (d) aquatic paedomorphic hybrid, (e) terrestrial metamorphic hybrid.
Scale is approximate. Image credits: (a, b, d, and e) ET Carter; (c) HB Shaffer.
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Figure II.2. Distribution and percentage nonnative ancestry in tiger salamander populations throughout
central California. Genotype data courtesy of E McCartney-Melstad, unpublished.
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Thus, our current understanding of the geographic structure of the study system is that
an invasive population of hybrid origin occupies most of the Salinas Valley of California
(Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2007b). At the northern edges of the Salinas Valley watershed
exist limited contact zones between this hybrid swarm and the native California Tiger
Salamander. There is some potential for introgression of nonnative alleles further north
than the Salinas watershed boundary (Fitzpatrick et al., 2010b), but the status of those
alleles is in question, and there is no evidence that they are ecologically significant
(Searcy, Rollins, & Shaffer, 2016).

The most important immediate question is: what is the potential for the hybrid swarm to
spread beyond its current geographic distribution, i.e., is this a case of universal hybrid
advantage, bounded hybrid superiority, or is it possible that an overall native advantage
will eventually drive many native genes back to fixation throughout the Salinas Valley?

Within the Salinas Valley, the prevalence of nonnative alleles is correlated with breeding
pond phenology (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004), suggesting that hybrid success depends
on long hydroperiods. Ryan et al. (2009) found, for instance, that larger-bodied hybrids
reduced survival of several native amphibians—including N-CTS—via competition and
predation in experimental mesocosms and hypothesized subsequently that hybridized
populations were most likely to exhibit traits related to increased feeding and growth
rate. Moreover, a paedomorphic strategy is favored within modified perennial ponds
(Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004), supporting the hypothesis that the modern landscape has
altered selection to favor nonnative genotypes. Disconcertingly, we still lack information
on the relative performance of native and nonnative genotypes within the terrestrial
landscape (but see: Johnson, Johnson, & Shaffer, 2010). One proposition is that the
harsh Mediterranean climate that characterizes Central California will favor largerbodied terrestrial hybrids owing to reduced desiccation rates (lower surface area to
volume) and increased energy storage—in line with the hypothesis that recombination
has produced fortuitously high-fitness phenotypes. However, body size alone might not
be the critical determinant of performance across all life stages or life history events.
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While previous work indicates that hybrids outperform natives during the larval stage
through direct predation and competition as well as higher fecundity in paedormorphs
(Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004, 2007a; Ryan, Johnson, & Fitzpatrick, 2009; Ryan et al.,
2013b), N-CTS evolved within the drought-prone central California landscape. I-BTS, on
the other hand, evolved under extended hydroperiod conditions where facultative
paedomorphosis may be favored. Accordingly, tradeoffs exist between growth and
development such that N-CTS experience a survival advantage when pond
hydroperiods are very short, placing a premium on the ability to metamorphose and
enter the terrestrial phase before ponds dry (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004, 2007b;
Johnson, Ryan, et al., 2013b). Hybrids might thus be superior to natives only during
particular life stages, and such developmentally-bounded superiority may translate to
environmentally-bounded superiority if the relative importance of aquatic versus
terrestrial performance shifts as a function of the environment.

Tradeoffs between aquatic and terrestrial performance can be critical in determining the
outcome of selection, which depends ultimately on lifetime reproductive success of
alternative genotypes (Wilbur & Collins, 1973). With the exception of aquatic
paedomorphic hybrids in perennial ponds, tiger salamanders spend most of their lives in
the terrestrial landscape as sit-and-wait predators, relying on existing mammal burrows
that protect against both desiccation and predation throughout the dry season (Loredo,
Van Vuren, & Morrison, 1996; Searcy, Gabbai-Saldate, & Shaffer, 2013; Shaffer &
Trenham, 2005; Trenham, 2001; Trenham & Shaffer, 2005). Despite bouts of surface
activity primarily during metamorph dispersal and breeding adult migrations, these short
transitional periods are expected to strongly influence metapopulation dynamics
(Gamble, McGarigal, & Compton, 2007; Peterman et al., 2014; Watts et al., 2015).

Current goals
We collected detailed environmental temperature data across an invasion front and, in
the laboratory, measured metabolic rates and water loss of native, nonnative, and
hybrid tiger salamander genotypes under conditions (temperatures and humidities)
reflecting major life history events. Our goal was to expand our understanding of how
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physiology and life history tradeoffs might explain the distribution of hybrid genotypes in
the N-CTS x I-BTS system by studying critical components of performance for postmetamorphic dispersal and survival. In light of the wealth of previous empirical data for
this system, we address whether a bounded hybrid superiority model can explain hybrid
zone dynamics and provide some suggestions for how these concepts might be used to
inform conservation of imperiled native California tiger salamanders.

Methods
Experimental lines
We collected eggs and recently-hatched larvae from several pre-screened populations
throughout California (Fitzpatrick et al., 2010b; Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004) in February
and March of 2015 and 2016. In total, we obtained 3–24 individuals from 11, 9, 7, and 2
ponds representing N-CTS, SI-only, hybrid swarm, and I-BTS, respectively (Fig II.2).
Importantly, with the exception of several genetically-intact N-CTS populations east and
outside of the Salinas River watershed (San Luis and Merced National Wildlife Refuge),
all populations have been subject to repeated tissue sampling efforts beginning in the
1980s (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2007b; Riley, Shaffer, et al., 2003; Wayne & Shaffer,
2016). Genetically intact I-BTS now occur in a single artificial pond complex in Lake
County, CA. This site is outside the range of N-CTS, thus free of hybridization, but the
animals originated from exactly the same imported stocks that were introduced to the
Salinas Valley and gave rise to the hybrid swarm (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2007b). We
attempted to capture individuals of each genotype group from both ephemeral and
permanent breeding ponds, but, given the current spatial distribution of each group and
their association with particular hydrologies, most N-CTS and SI originated from
ephemeral ponds while most hybrid swarm originated from perennial ponds (Fig II.2).

We reared all individuals under common temperature and lighting cycles reflecting
conditions in the central California landscape. We reared eggs individually in deli cups
with dechlorinated water until hatching, at which point we transferred larvae to 1-L
plastic containers where they received live brine shrimp, ad libitum. Older larvae were
placed in 6-L plastic containers filled with a modified Holtfreter’s solution. We provided
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larvae with live California blackworms, ad libitum, until metamorphosis was complete.
Metamorphs were maintained with crumpled brown paper towels moistened with
Holtfeter’s as a substrate and received commercially-farmed crickets (supplemented
with calcium), ad libitum. We changed Holtfreter’s solution and paper towels at least
once per week, and each container was sterilized monthly with 1% bleach, rinsed
thoroughly with warm water, and allowed to open-air dry for 24 hrs.

Temperature availability
To determine temperatures available to salamanders during summer metamorph
dispersal, adult breeding migration, and summer burrow use, we deployed 200
temperature loggers at 0- and 50-cm burrow depths (based on available data of burrow
use by N-CTS [71]) from June 2014 – September 2015 at Fort Ord National Monument
(FONR) in central California. We selected FONR because this site is a contact zone
between N-CTS and a contemporary hybrid swarm, contains >25 tiger salamander
breeding ponds spanning a wide range of hydroperiod dynamics, and roughly half of
experimental animals for all genotypes originated from this site. We constructed
temperature logger units from grey Type K PVC tubing and placed a temperature logger
(Hygrochron iButton, DS1922) within a 5-cm perforated threaded copper coupling that
connected each foam-filled (insulated) 45-cm section of tube. We selected an equal
number of logger locations within each combination of plant community type and slopeaspect (N, S, E, W). Plant communities included chaparral, oak woodland, native
grassland, and grassland invaded by Bromus diandrus and/or Avena barbata. We
defined the temperature experienced by (1) metamorphic tiger salamanders during
emergence and dispersal from ponds as mean temperature at the surface during the
period of March – June, (2) adults during breeding migrations as mean surface
temperature from December – February, and (3) terrestrial burrow use at mean annual
temperature at 50-cm burrow depths. Dates are based on previous observations made
by the authors at this site and others throughout California over the past 15-20 years.
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Physiology trials
Laboratory.—We randomly assigned individuals to temperature treatments based on
genotype (n=56 N-CTS, 49 SI, 44 hybrid swarm, and 22 I-BTS) and acclimated each
salamander to laboratory conditions for 10 days at 18°C. Each individual was fasted for
five days prior to our simultaneously measuring standard metabolic rate (SMR) and total
resistance to water loss (rT - the sum of the resistance of the skin and the boundary
layer of air surrounding the organism) in a flow-through respirometry system (for a
detailed description, see: Riddell & Sears, 2015). Each salamander was subjected to
one of three temperature treatments representing major life history events for tiger
salamanders in central California. These included (1) average ambient surface
temperature experienced by terrestrial adults during winter breeding migrations [13.5
°C], (2) average pond temperature and average burrow temperature at 50 cm during
summer [20.5 °C] based on known burrow depths in N-CTS, and (3) average ambient
surface temperature during metamorph emergence and dispersal during early summer
[23.5 °C]. We controlled the evaporative demand of the air across temperature
treatments by adjusting humidity to maintain the same vapor pressure deficit (VPD; 0.5
kPa). By maintaining the same VPD, we ensured that temperature and humidity were
not confounded across treatments, and therefore, any physiological response would be
in response only to temperature. Prior to our taking physiological measurements,
salamanders were acclimated to their experimental temperature for two hours, ensuring
thermal equilibrium with their treatment. In a given night, we measured physiological
traits from 1900 to 600 to minimize the effect of circadian rhythms on metabolism. The
flow through system continuously pushed air through the chamber at 300 mL/min during
the measurement, and we cycled through each chamber to take measurements on one
individual at a time. Each individual was measured three times over a two-hour period
for a total of 21 minutes per individual. We describe the flow through system (Sable
Systems International) and series of calculations required to convert voltages to
meaningful physiological values in further detail in the Supplemental Materials.

Statistical analyses.—We compared SMR, water loss, and total resistance to water loss
for each genotype group and experimental temperature using general linear mixed
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models, with source population as a random intercept, via the “lme4” package in R
version 3.3.1 (Bates et al., 2014; R Core Team, 2018a). We included a genotype x
temperature treatment interaction, hydroperiod, mass, and year collected as fixed
effects and used Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc) to
rank candidate models. For each final model, based on minimum AICc, we then used
the “lmerTest” package in R to calculate the predicted marginal means for each level of
a genotype group x temperature treatment interaction, using a Kenward-Roger
approximation of the degrees of freedom (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017).
We considered tests to be significant at α = 0.05, and back-transformed parameter
estimates are reported where applicable.

Hydroperiod associations
To investigate genotype-hydroperiod associations, we compiled a database of known
and potential breeding ponds throughout the central California range of N-CTS using a
combination of previously sampled ponds, the National Wetland Inventory (NWI)
(USFWS, 2016), and remote sensing in ArcMap 10.6 (ESRI 2016). Remotely-sensed
ponds and a subset of ponds derived from the NWI were ground-truthed during 2014–
2017. Ponds were categorized as modified or natural based on the NWI and were
initially assigned water regime per the NWI and Cowardin et al. (1979) as temporary,
seasonal, semi-permanent (inundated most years), intermittent (includes permanent
pools in seasonally fluctuating riverine systems), or permanent. Intermittent and
permanent pond hydroperiod categories were later adjusted according to remote
sensing to reflect drought-tolerance during 2014, giving five total hydroperiod
categories: (1) temporary, (2) seasonal, (3) semi-permanent, (4) permanent, and (5)
drought-tolerant.

We first examined associations for 97 ponds in which genotype had been previously
determined (see Study system), using multi-way contingency tables, i.e., genotype x
hydroperiod x modified status. We visualized results using conditional association plots
via the “vcd” package in R, which provides Pearson residual-based shading from
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permutation tests to indicate patterns of deviation from independence (Meyer, Zeileis, &
Hornik, 2017; Zeileis, Meyer, & Hornik, 2007).

To visualize associations and potential points of invasion at a broader landscape scale,
we calculated the density of modified semi-permanent–drought-tolerant (hereafter
‘perennial’) ponds per km2 as we hypothesized that hybrids are more strongly
associated with ponds capable of supporting paedomorphic adults over multiple
seasons and/or providing moist terrestrial refugia during dry years.

Results
Physiology trials
We found no differences between N-CTS and SI individuals in preliminary analyses.
Given that forthcoming work also suggests that SI alleles are indeed native (McCartneyMelstad et al., unpublished), we considered all SI individuals to be N-CTS for
subsequent analysis. Based on AICc, the final model predicting total water loss included
a group x treatment interaction (F=47.031, p<0.01), mass (F=262.339, p<0.01), and
year (F=28.758, p<0.01). All groups responded to increasing temperature by reducing
total water loss and increasing total resistance to water loss (Fig II.3 and II.4). N-CTS
exhibited marginally lower water loss and higher resistance to water loss than I-BTS
across all temperature treatments. Predicted marginal means indicated that hybrids
exhibited intermediate water loss and resistance to water loss at 13.5° C and 20.5° C,
but had higher water loss and lower resistance to water loss than both parental lines
(transgressive segregation) at 23.5 °C (metamorph emergence and dispersal).

Neither year (F = 0.391, p = 0.532) nor hydroperiod (F = 0.021, p = 0.887) was a
significant predictor of SMR. Based on AICc, the final model predicting mass-specific
SMR included only an interaction between genotype group and treatment. Predicted
marginal means revealed that hybrids exhibited higher mass-specific SMR than both
parental lines (transgressive segregation) at 20.5 °C (burrows and ponds) but did not
differ at 13.5 °C (breeding migration) or 23.5 °C (metamorph emergence and dispersal)
(Fig II.5).
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Figure II.3. Total (cutaneous) water loss rate at three separate temperatures for each genotype
category. 13.5 °C represents temperature experienced by metamorphs during winter breeding migrations,
20.5 °C represents average burrow (and pond) temperature, and 23.5 °C represents surface temperature
experienced by metamorphic juveniles during summer emergence and dispersal.
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Figure II.4. Total resistance to water loss at three separate temperatures for each genotype category.
13.5 °C represents temperature experienced by metamorphs during winter breeding migrations, 20.5 °C
represents average burrow (and pond) temperature, and 23.5 °C represents surface temperature
experienced by metamorphic juveniles during summer emergence and dispersal.
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Figure II.5. Mass-specific metabolic rate at three separate temperatures for each genotype category.
13.5 °C represents temperature experienced by metamorphs during winter breeding migrations, 20.5 °C
represents average burrow (and pond) temperature, and 23.5 °C represents surface temperature
experienced by metamorphic juveniles during summer emergence and dispersal.
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Hydroperiod associations
Hybrids exhibited clear associations with perennial ponds, particularly those that were
artificially flooded and/or dyked, while N-CTS exhibited a clear association with intact
ephemeral ponds (Fig II.6). Among the 97 populations for which genotype data could be
obtained, only 3 of 43 (6%) hybrid ponds were ephemeral, whereas 40 of 53 (75%) NCTS ponds were ephemeral. All invaded ephemeral ponds were associated with larger
wetland complexes and/or occurred within 500m of perennial ponds (Fig II.7), within
known single season dispersal distances for tiger salamanders (Orloff, 2011). Pure
introduced I-BTS are known to occur in a single pond complex in Lake County,
California, which is composed of ephemeral (n=17) and semi-permanent–permanent
ponds (n=5), each separated from other ponds by ≤100 m (total area = ~1 km 2).
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Figure II.6. Association plot displaying deviations from expectation based on permutation test of
independence between genotype, hydroperiod, and human modification of ponds. Hydroperiod categories
along the x-axis: (1) temporary, (2) seasonal, (3) semi-permanent, (4) permanent, and (5) drought-tolerant
(i.e., remaining inundated during peak drought conditions in 2014). Genotype group is displayed on the
left y-axis, with N-CTS associations represented on the upper two x-axes, and hybrid swarm associations
represented on the lower two x-axes. Modified vs natural status of ponds is displayed on the right y-axis
for each genotype grouping. Values above horizontal lines indicate positive association, and values below
horizontal lines indicate negative association.
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Figure II.7. Distribution of native (circles) and nonnative hybrid (stars) genotypes in Central California in
relation to the density of modified perennial ponds based on a compiled database of 45158 wetlands. The
only seasonal ponds occupied by hybrids occur within larger complexes and are thus partially overlapped
by ponds with longer hydroperiods (e.g., both dense clusters southeast of Salinas). Fort Ord National
Monument is represented by the cluster of ephemeral N-CTS ponds surrounded by hybrids westsouthwest of Salinas.
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Discussion
We observed clear transgression in physiological responses by contemporary wild
hybrids that were not only specific to conditions during major life history events but
differed between metabolic rate and water loss. Hybrids exhibited transgressive SMR
only under temperatures representing burrow and pond use, whereas transgressive
water loss occurred only under conditions representing metamorph emergence and
initial overland dispersal (Fig II.3 and II.4). These responses can result in hybrid
dysfunction or hybrid vigor, depending on the duration of aquatic and terrestrial life
history phases and the timing of transitions between them. Alternating patterns of hybrid
advantage and disadvantage across life history stages and environments ultimately
results in bounded hybrid superiority, and, as yet, a clear limit to the geographic spread
of the hybrid swarm (see Appendix II for hypothesized patterns of native and hybrid
advantage).

Development and hydroperiod have been consistent themes potentially explaining
hybrid success in the I-BTS x N-CTS system (Wayne & Shaffer, 2016). Previous work
established that hybrid larvae have superior survival and faster growth during the early
aquatic phase (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2007a; Ryan, Johnson, & Fitzpatrick, 2009)—
observations that might be explained by higher metabolic rates in the pond
environment. At the transition from water to land, natives have an advantage in very
ephemeral ponds owing to their ability to complete metamorphosis at much earlier ages,
but hybrids have an advantage in longer hydroperiod ponds owing to larger size at
metamorphosis and their potential to express a paedomorphic life history in perennial
ponds (Johnson, Ryan, et al., 2013b; Ryan, Johnson, & Fitzpatrick, 2009).
Paedomorphs and larger metamorphs tend to have an advantage at reproduction
(Armentrout, 1973; Whiteman, 1997). However, no studies have addressed
performance over the months or years between emergence from ponds and return for
reproduction. Here, we addressed this void by measuring metabolic rates and water
loss at temperatures typical of major life history stages.
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SMR and the aquatic environment
The typical aquatic phase in pond-breeding amphibians is marked by relatively rapid
growth, high predation pressure, and often intense competition (Morin, 1983; Morin,
1986; Werner, 1986; Wilbur & Collins, 1973). The advantage of higher SMR in obligate
metamorphic species should be attenuated as ponds dry and resources are depleted. In
fishless perennial ponds, however, aquatic prey remain, and direct competition and
intraguild/intraspecific predation can become important components favoring larger
body size while also sustaining faster-growth and sexual development (Johnson, Ryan,
et al., 2013b; Norris, 1989; Ryan et al., 2013b). Higher resting metabolism might thus be
expected under a facultative paedomorphic life history. In the absence of typical
invertebrate and smaller amphibian prey, cannibalistic paedomorphs and larger-bodied
hybrid larvae still have access to food resources unattainable or unexploited by smaller
larvae (Rose & Armentrout, 1976).

In the I-BTS x N-CTS system, cannibalism is common among hybrids at all stages but
rare if not absent entirely in natives (Petranka, 1998). Food resources are thus rarely a
limiting factor for hybrids in modified perennial ponds, whereas natural ephemeral
ponds become highly food-limited. Accordingly, larger, dominant hybrids should
experience a survival advantage when food resources are high, but smaller N-CTS with
reduced SMR can be favored and experience an increase in developmental rates (and
reduced time to metamorphosis) relative to hybrids at lower prey densities (Rose &
Armentrout, 1976), because the energy they require for growth can be more easily
satisfied (Hansen & Closs, 2009; Van Leeuwen, Rosenfeld, & Richards, 2011).
Moreover, should cannibalistic paedormophs later metamorphose, their peculiar
morphological attributes can prove maladaptive in terms of feeding and locomotion in
the terrestrial environment (Rose & Armentrout, 1976; authors, unpublished data).

SMR and the terrestrial environment
In contrast to the aquatic existence, increased energy demand is unlikely to confer a
selective advantage in a food-limited terrestrial landscape for sit-and-wait predators
such as Ambystoma spp. Terrestrial amphibians are subject to extended periods
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without rainfall during which feeding opportunities can be severely limited (Jaeger,
1979, 1981; Scott et al., 2007). Larger individuals, which generally exhibit lower
metabolic rates and water loss, should be favored during these periods (Pinder, Storey,
& Ultsch, 1992; Scott et al., 2007). In our case, metamorphic hybrids are considerably
larger than N-CTS but exhibit higher whole organism and mass-specific metabolic rates,
especially true under long-term terrestrial conditions when starvation is most likely to
occur (Fig II.5). While hybrids did exhibit transgression in size-corrected water loss, this
was during conditions reflecting only metamorph dispersal (Fig II.4 and II.5). Metabolic
rate should thus be one of the most important factors affecting differential long-term
survival in the terrestrial landscape, with hybrids at a selective disadvantage owing to
greater energy demand (and perhaps narrower opportunities for burrow/refuge
exploitation owing to large body size), and N-CTS should experience greater success in
the terrestrial landscape owing to reduced energy demand and (potentially) surface
activity, particularly in such a drought-prone Mediterranean climate.

Bounded hybrid superiority
Even as we have built on our knowledge of the ecological and genomic processes
occurring in the N-CTS x I-BTS system, it has appeared sufficiently complex to not fit
neatly within the confines of existing hybrid zone models. Much of this uncertainty stems
from the fact that several nonnative genes were thought to be introgressing into N-CTS
populations. This pattern suggests some degree of homogeneity as a result of natural
selection within the central California landscape. However, a nonnative ancestry for
these particular genes is being questioned through an expanded set of nuclear markers
and additional reference populations (Fitzpatrick et al., 2010b, McCartney-Melstad et al.
unpublished). If this alternative pattern is accurate, there is an extremely narrow zone of
contact between contemporary transgressive hybrids and N-CTS, suggesting a ‘stable
hybrid swarm’ maintained by divergent selection on life history and bioenergetics.

That hybrids are superior in the aquatic environment appears well-supported, but the
assertion that N-CTS exhibit superiority in the terrestrial environment rests on several
important assumptions. Greater assimilation efficiency could offset effects of higher
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SMR, but in addition to previous mesocosm experiments, our general observations from
maintaining laboratory colonies of native and hybrid tiger salamanders for over a
decade indicate that hybrids grow faster and exhibit disproportionately higher feeding
rates under common laboratory conditions at all life stages. It appears likely given
previous work that tradeoffs in SMR across life stages under similar environmental
conditions occur at the level of energy allocation. That is, SMR is likely consistent
across life stages but could be allocated to different processes such as growth,
reproductive maturity, and gametogenesis. At least within N-CTS, Austin and Shaffer
(1992) found little evidence for differences in physiological performance across life
stages.

Higher SMR might still confer a selective advantage that outweighs the costs associated
with increased energy requirements in a Mediterranean climate. We have addressed
many of these points, but, as the transition between aquatic and terrestrial
environments, metamorph emergence and dispersal can be a considerable source of
mortality. These brief but intense periods of environmental selection are among the
primary factors shaping population structure in vertebrate ectotherms such as
salamanders (Gamble, McGarigal, & Compton, 2007; Peterman et al., 2014; Watts et
al., 2015). Larger, faster individuals with lower water loss should be favored owing to
more rapid dispersal and reduced exposure risk between suitable refugia and breeding
ponds. Johnson et al. (2010) demonstrated that at least some laboratory crosses exhibit
a greater propensity for more rapid movements than either N-CTS or I-BTS.
Paedomorphic individuals are capable of later metamorphosis if pond dry, but these
individuals often perform poorly. We conclude that—coupled with lower water loss
during emergence and dispersal—hybrids are well-suited for rapid dispersal at the
expense of long-term survival in the terrestrial landscape. This probably explains the
rapid rate of hybridization observed in this system that is so highly restricted to portions
of the central California landscape where the availability of perennial ponds is high (Fig
II.7).
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Together, the transgressive traits we observed (Fig II.3-II.5) likely provide the greatest
performance advantage whenever perennial ponds are available, or where ephemeral
ponds occur in wetland complexes. Although the latter has not been explored directly,
wetland complexes are likely to exhibit higher productivity to support elevated SMR
and—in some cases—may provide a buffer against localized extirpations by facilitating
genetic and demographic rescue (Gill, 1978; Marsh & Trenham, 2001; Sjögren, 1991;
Willson & Hopkins, 2013). All seasonal ponds occupied by hybrid swarm were within
500 m of perennial ponds, well within the ranges estimated by Trenham et al. (2001) to
facilitate genetic and demographic rescue effects for dispersal-limited N-CTS, and much
shorter even than some single-season movements observed by Orloff (2011).

Of the very few examples of bounded hybrid superiority that do exist for wild populations
(Moore, 1977; Moore & Price, 1993), most lack mechanisms to explain superiority (see:
Good et al., 2000). Our results suggest that hybrid superiority in an established hybrid
zone is context dependent and bounded by interactions between physiology, life history,
and the thermal environment. Specifically, we found that SMR under conditions
reflecting major life history events, primarily within the terrestrial environment, can be
adequate to explain several previous observations of N-CTS x I-BTS hybrid success,
and these patterns are consistent with a bounded hybrid superiority model during
secondary contact between I-BTS and N-CTS. Alternatively, if current distribution
patterns of hybrids and their close spatial relationship with perennial ponds prove to be
driven largely by introduction history rather than environmental selection related to life
history strategy and bioenergetics, it could underscore the importance of water loss
physiology during metamorph emergence and dispersal.

Physiological niche and success of invaders
A primary goal of invasion biology is to determine the processes that influence success
of invaders and susceptibility of native systems to invasion (Simberloff et al., 2013). Most
evidence suggests that factors affecting invasion success and invasibility are contextdependent and highly case-specific (Ibáñez et al., 2014; Simberloff et al., 2013). Theory
and broadly applicable methods for management of biological invasions thus remain
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highly limited, and it was only relatively recent that predictions and screening schemes
began to incorporate simultaneous consideration of species traits and characteristics of
specific recipient environments (Ibáñez et al., 2014).

The recent finding that physiological niche can explain the success of a large number of
plant invaders is promising given the potential for mechanistic predictions aimed at
particular species and recipient habitats (Higgins & Richardson, 2014). Altered niche is
particularly relevant when dealing with hybridization given the potential for novel
phenotypes (Allendorf et al., 2001b; Rhymer & Simberloff, 1996), and at least two direct
lines of evidence suggest that hybrids between divergent populations are particularly
subject to altered physiology. First, transgression in body size is frequently observed in
hybrids. Especially relevant for amphibians, and with all else being equal, larger
individuals should have lower rates of water loss via reduced surface area to volume.
Additionally, while ongoing debates exist over the universality of metabolic scaling (see:
Brown et al., 2004; Gillooly et al., 2001; Glazier, 2010, 2014), whole organism metabolic
rate should scale positively with either body mass or volume, while mass-specific
metabolic rate should scale negatively with body mass. Second, hybridization can lead
to mismatches between mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, and this can have direct
consequences for oxidative phosphorylation and thus metabolic rate (Arnqvist et al.,
2010; Ellison, Niehuis, & Gadau, 2008; Ellison & Burton, 2006, 2008). At present, few
studies report altered metabolic rate in wild hybrids (McFarlane et al., 2016), but these
mismatches might play an important role in hybrid zone dynamics and speciation
(Burton & Barreto, 2012; Chou & Leu, 2010; Gershoni, Templeton, & Mishmar, 2009;
Hill, 2016).

Surprisingly, physiology remains a rare tool in invasion biology and the study of hybrid
zones. One primary goal for this and other ongoing work has been to evaluate whether
invasion success can be driven by a broader physiological niche. Our current results
demonstrate that physiological difference exist between native and invading hybrid
genotypes and that invasion success is likely a function of these differences, with
predictable spatial and temporal environmental components. This is a promising result
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for the I-BTS x N-CTS system that will facilitate mechanistic predictions of invasion
success and risk to native communities within the real California landscape under
changing environmental conditions.

Conclusions
While contemporary hybrid swarm individuals are genetically quite variable (Fitzpatrick
& Shaffer, 2007b), there is currently no evidence that this variation is ecologically
relevant (relative to other hybrid genotypes), particularly given such a narrow hybrid
zone. Nonnative I-BTS were introduced to the aquatic environment as larvae. The initial,
probably intense, selective pressures experienced by hybrids occurred in a seasonally
stable aquatic environment (i.e., modified perennial ponds). These early generations
would have exhibited a high degree of heritable phenotypic variance while large
reproductive outputs (characteristic of tiger salamanders) likely facilitated rapid
population turnover and rapid local adaptation that led to substantial reduction in
ecologically-relevant genetic variance (e.g., Chapter 1).

Numerous studies discussed herein support the general idea that reducing hydroperiod
will favor N-CTS genotypes. However, we previously lacked explanatory mechanisms,
and the role of paedomorphs has largely been ignored. Better coupling of physiological
metrics to performance for each life stage/event will be necessary to fully understand
the importance of life history strategy and the role of environmental selection in shaping
hybrid zone dynamics. There is, for instance, an additional potential margin for error in
interpreting the relative importance of both inter- and intraspecific differences in water
loss as neither total water loss nor resistance to water loss provide a direct measure of
an organism’s ability to withstand desiccation over time. Current data, however, indicate
that hybrids are superior in perennial ponds and exhibit superior short-term dispersal
ability, while N-CTS are superior within a harsh natural landscape, each within the
respective environments in which they evolved. Ultimately, environmental conditions
that favor complex life history and obligate metamorphosis appear to favor N-CTS, an
obligate metamorph occurring in a dry Mediterranean climate, while conditions that
favor paedomorphosis in the same drought-prone landscape (perennial ponds) appear
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to favor a contemporary hybrid swarm.
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CHAPTER III
ENVIRONMENTAL FLUCTUATIONS REDUCE SUCCESS OF A
HYBRID INVADER
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Abstract
Climatic extremes are largely predicted to worsen the impacts of many invasive taxa
and increase vulnerability of their often less plastic native counterparts. Despite these
patterns, native taxa that have evolved in landscapes prone to environmental flux may
prevail under climate change scenarios even if their introduced congeners were
previously superior competitors. We use data on reproduction of native and invasive
tiger salamander genotypes in central California to evaluate how fluctuating
environmental conditions affect invasion success and extinction risk in a hybrid zone.
Current data suggest fluctuating selection on life history and bioenergetics favors
imperiled native California Tiger Salamanders (Ambystoma californiense) over invasive
hybrid genotypes in certain habitats, and this pattern was evident only following extreme
environmental selection brought on by a historically-rare drought event. Whether this
indicates an overall advantage for native genotypes will depend on the frequency and
amplitude of past and future environmental flux in addition to the prevalence of
environmental refugia allowing hybrid genotypes to persist through sustained drought.
High genetic diversity in hybridized populations and a close association with humanmodified perennial ponds could facilitate rapid recovery and population turnover.
Continued monitoring is critical. For now, our results are promising for conservation as
they place an imperiled amphibian at an advantage, at least periodically, in its native
landscape where it was previously believed to face a bleak future.

Introduction
Broad scale environmental change has greatly increased an appreciation for
contemporary evolutionary processes. Human-modified environments can favor
introduced taxa while selecting against native taxa that may be ill-suited to respond to
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novel environmental stressors and the increased resource competition that can
accompany species introductions (Rahel & Olden, 2008; Sorte et al., 2013; Sorte,
Williams, & Zerebecki, 2010). When confronted with extreme environmental flux (e.g.,
drought), it is native taxa that commonly face heightened risk of extinction while their more
phenotypically-plastic invasive counterparts can thrive (Cheng, Komoroske, & Grosholz,
2017; Chown et al., 2007).

Drought is one major stressor that is expected to continue increasing in frequency and
severity (Diffenbaugh, Swain, & Touma, 2015). Under climate change, drought is likewise
expected to exacerbate impacts of introduced taxa over expanded distributions, placing
even greater stress on native taxa and further augmenting extinction risk (Collinge, Ray,
& Gerhardt, 2011; Jiménez et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the ability to persist through such
rare but expected events will be case-specific, resting on a complex set of population
genetic, ecological, life historical (e.g., Hoyle & Ezard, 2012), and demographic factors
tied to the nature of selection on both historical and contemporary time scales (Allendorf
et al., 2004; Hoyle & Ezard, 2012; Lande, 2007; Sæther & Engen, 2015). Populations
occurring in already-unpredictable or highly seasonal landscapes, for instance, might be
better suited to cope with increasing frequency and amplitude of drought given specific
physiological and/or life historical strategies adopted over their evolutionary history, e.g.,
facultative modes of life history, an ability to balance energy demand over a broad range
of resource availability (Riddell et al., 2018), and aestivation and hibernation (ValenzuelaSánchez, Cunningham, & Soto-Azat, 2015).

As a product of increasing species introductions and changing environmental gradients,
contemporary hybrid invasions, or admixture between native and introduced populations,
present unique opportunities to study complex patterns of life history evolution in real
time. As in other forms of invasion, hybrid invasions are expected to intensify under
climate change, with increased rates of admixture and spatial extent of introgression, but
for very different reasons (Garroway et al., 2010; Muhlfeld et al., 2014). Although
traditional views emphasized the potential for hybrid dysfunction (Dobzhansky, 1936;
Muller, 1942a; Orr, 1996), evolutionary ecologists and invasion biologists now consider
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hybridization to be a substantial mechanism in the evolution of invasiveness. Thus, if
hybrids overcome the initial hurdles of recombining genomes that have evolved in
independent environments, the potential increase in heritable phenotypic variance can
provide increased opportunities for local adaptation and additional fitness advantages
over their native counterparts (Lewontin & Birch, 1966). Recombination between
divergent genomes can also generate novel phenotypes (i.e., transgressive segregation),
potentially permitting hybrids to capitalize on environments not occupied by, or
inaccessible to, parental lines (Rieseberg, Archer, & Wayne, 1999; Rieseberg et al.,
2003). Overall, hybridization is identified as one of the primary mechanisms facilitating
success in novel environments (Arnold, 2006; Ellstrand & Schierenbeck, 2000).
Therefore, it might indeed be expected to enhance population viability and reduce
extinction risk (of hybridized populations) in modified landscapes and during extreme
environmental flux, and this can be especially true if hybridization is accompanied by
highly plastic phenotypes (Walls, 2010).

Pond-breeding amphibians are a group of vertebrate ectotherms that have evolved a
variety of strategies to cope with environmental variance (Ashton, 2002; Hamer &
Mahony, 2007; Lowe, Castley, & Hero, 2015; Morrison & Hero, 2003). Most have obligate
metamorphic life histories, living two existences, one aquatic and one terrestrial. Others
have evolved more plastic or facultative strategies capable of maintaining either aquatic
or metamorphic life cycles according to environmental conditions. Such facultative
paedomorphosis is thought to have evolved in response to unpredictable aquatic versus
terrestrial conditions (Whiteman, 1994), thereby increasing an ability to capitalize on the
broadest range of environmental conditions both within (metamorphosis) and between
(paedomorphosis) generations and, thus, be better suited to unpredictable environmental
variance.

Here, we use data on reproduction of tiger salamanders during extreme drought in
Central California to evaluate how extreme environmental selection affects invasion
success and extinction risk in a hybrid zone, wherein hybrids exhibit a highly plastic life
history. Ambystoma mavortium (IBTS - barred tiger salamander) was introduced from
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New Mexico and Texas into the range A. californiense (N-CTS - California tiger
salamander) during the 1950s as bait for local fisherman. This secondary contact
followed five million years of geographic isolation and divergent life history evolution
(Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004; Riley, Bradley Shaffer, et al., 2003). Within its introduced
range, I-BTS breeds with N-CTS while still maintaining a facultative paedomorphic life
history, and this trait is transmitted to hybrid offspring (Riley, Bradley Shaffer, et al.,
2003; Trenham, Bradley Shaffer, et al., 2000; Trenham, Koenig, & Shaffer, 2001).
Conversely, native N-CTS is an obligate metamorph, breeding during the milder
Mediterranean winters of central and coastal California and taking refuge in mammal
burrows during hot, dry summers. Drought has introduced additional conservation
concern for already-imperiled N-CTS, thus we discuss the implications of our results for
N-CTS conservation as well as the role of rare environmental selection events in
shaping life history strategies and population structure.

Methods
To evaluate occupancy and successful reproduction of natives and hybrids within
ponds, including paedomorphs, we compiled survey data from 1990–2013 (preceding
peak drought) and carried out additional surveys of breeding ponds from 2014 to 2017
(peak drought onward). We surveyed ponds in late winter–spring using seine nets with
at least three full passes through each pond depending on size. To quantify larval
density, we used a simple index of 0, low (<10 larvae per seine haul), or high (at least
10 larvae per seine haul).

To categorize breeding pond habitat, we used a combination of ground surveys, remote
sensing, and the National Wetland Inventory (NWI) (USFWS, 2016) mapped in ArcMap
v10.5, (Esri 2016). Ponds were classified as ephemeral (seasonal), perennial
(extended), or perennial-drought-tolerant. Ephemeral ponds were those classified under
NWI water regime as temporarily flooded–seasonally flooded (NWI non-tidal codes A–
E), perennial as semi-permanently flooded–intermittently flooded (NWI F and G), and
drought-tolerant as permanently flooded (NWI H) (Cowardin et al., 1979). Ponds were
confirmed to be perennial drought-tolerant during ground surveys in 2014 and by
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reviewing historical imagery via Google Earth Pro (Google, 2018). Those that proved
drought-intolerant were reclassified as perennial.

We used this compiled database to explore the effects of spatial and temporal variation
in breeding pond phenology in two ways. We first calculated the ratio of ephemeral to
both classes of perennial pond throughout central California to represent currently
hypothesized relative suitability for hybrids and natives within the landscape and to
provide a basic assessment of use versus availability of pond hydroperiods (i.e., any
associations between genotype and hydroperiod could be due to availability alone).
Second, to explore potential for existing hybrid populations to swamp currently intact NCTS populations during wet and dry years, we first identified likely contiguous
populations based on previous measures of single-season dispersal distances for tiger
salamanders in California (Orloff, 2011; Trenham, Bradley Shaffer, et al., 2000;
Trenham, Koenig, & Shaffer, 2001). Sites separated by ≤ 1 km were collapsed into
centroidal regions except where obvious barriers interrupted movement (i.e., marine
and brackish water and larger river and lake systems supporting fish). This focused our
analysis on potential connectivity between cores zones and within single seasons. The
2011 National Landcover Database (NLCD) (Homer et al., 2015) was then used at a 30
x 30 m resolution to assign landscape resistance values as in Wang et al. (2009) for
tiger salamanders in California, but we applied those values over the entire Salinas
Valley. This surface was overlaid on the wetland database to provide ‘jump points'
between each major population. I.e., hybrids could jump between perennial ponds with
greater probability in one analysis and between extended or perennial ponds in a
separate analysis, while hydroperiod still positively affected flow under both scenarios.
Finally, we used Circuitscape (McRae & Shah, 2009) to apply the circuit theory
framework here to simulate connectivity and flow out of each population source to all
others for each model. Cumulative current flow maps with core zones, as derived from
Circuitscape, are presented here.
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Results
We identified 97 ponds (54 N-CTS and 43 hybrid) within the known distribution of NCTS for which prior surveys had taken place, genotype status (native or hybrid) was
known, and hydroperiod could be ascertained (Fig. 1, see also: Chapter II). We
obtained reliable estimates of larval production for 29 native populations and 18 hybrid
populations from 1990–2017. Paedomorphs were detected in 6 ponds at least once,
with each major cluster of hybrid points shown in Fig III.1, and each hybrid point isolated
by more than 5 km, containing at least one of these 6 ponds. All ponds had successful
reproduction through 2013.

Following peak drought conditions in 2014, we did not detect hybrids in 11 droughtintolerant perennial ponds, while reproduction occurred with obvious reductions in larval
abundance in two seasonal ponds (Fig III.2-III.3). Drought-tolerant ponds continued to
produce high larval densities, as did a single drought-intolerant pond (Fig III.2);
although, the latter pond constitutes a more recent expansion of the hybrid zone thus
having a low rate of admixture as of 2013 (<25% nonnative ancestry, McCartneyMelsted, unpublished data). N-CTS continued to breed consistently and successfully in
all inundated ponds though 2017 (n=29) (Fig III.3).

Wet years were accompanied by an expected average 28% predicted increase in
connectivity between hybrid populations and N-CTS within a single season. Contiguous
hybrid populations increased by an average of 43% within a single season (Fig III.4).
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Figure III.1. Ratio of perennial to ephemeral ponds based on a database of 45158 wetlands throughout central California, with locations of 97
tiger salamander breeding ponds overlaid. Circles represent native N-CTS, and stars represent hybrid swarm. Colors indicate hydroperiod
duration and whether ponds are modified (e.g., artificial flooding, excavation, or the use of dykes). Right: close-up of the Salinas Valley hybrid
swarm. Cluster of ephemeral ponds west of Salinas is Fort Ord National Monument. The two northernmost points beyond the primary hybrid
swarm are isolated introduction sites.
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Figure III.2. Mosaic plot displaying the relationship between larval abundance (successful reproduction)
and hydroperiod for 18 hybrid populations following peak drought conditions. Drought-intolerant ponds
are strongly negatively correlated to population reproductive success. Native populations (not shown) did
not differ before and after drought. Darker shading represents lower abundance. Width of bars represents
relative number of ponds sampled for that hydroperiod class (availability of each respective hydroperiod),
and the height of each vertical segment represents the relative number of ponds falling within each level
of abundance (per seine haul, with a minimum of three hauls across a pond: absent, low = less than 10,
and high = at least 10).
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Figure III.3. Proportion of ponds with successful reproduction for native (closed circles, n=29) and hybrid
(diamonds, n=18) populations from 2011–2017. Vertical lines represent peak drought conditions occurring
in 2014. Observations extending back to 1990 were equivalent to the three preceding years with the
exception of a single recently-invaded pond, in we did not observe reductions in reproductive success
until 2016.
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X
Figure III.4. Expected connectivity among hybridized populations within a given season during ‘wet’ (left)
and ‘dry’ (right) years. Lighter regions represent connected populations. Left: allowing the use of both
ephemeral and perennial ponds as jump points within the landscape in a single season. Right: allowing
the use of perennial ponds only in a single season. Relatively dry years are expected to reduce
connectivity between existing hybrid populations, while wet years are expected to lead to increased
swamping of native populations given the distribution of ephemeral and perennial ponds and known
single season movements in tiger salamanders.
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Discussion
Drought within California has generated substantial conservation concern for imperiled
Ambystoma californiense (N-CTS - California Tiger Salamanders). Hybrid genotypes are
more competitive in the aquatic environment while occurring primarily within modified
perennial ponds where they are capable of breeding year-round (Fitzpatrick, Shaffer, &
Wallis, 2004). This contrasts with obligately metamorphic N-CTS, which risk desiccation
during migration and require winter/spring rains to fill ephemeral breeding ponds (see
also: Chapter 2). Thus far, there are few to no conditions in which N-CTS is clearly favored
over nonnative genotypes (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2007a; Johnson, Johnson, & Bradley
Shaffer, 2010b; Wayne & Shaffer, 2016). Our results suggest that N-CTS, an imperiled
native species, is favored in the landscape in which it evolved relative to invasive hybrid
genotypes, and that these patterns were evident only over longer time scales
encompassing major environmental fluctuation. We also provide additional support for
the hypothesis that hybrid superiority in this system is largely context-dependent and
bounded by a complex set of interactions between physiology, life history, and
environmental variance through space and time that may not be so readily predictable
(Chapter II).

Wiens (1977) emphasized the importance of viewing natural selection across broader
time scales. He argued that selective pressures should be more pronounced during
periods of extreme environmental flux. Short-term studies concerning natural selection
and population dynamics are thus highly limited as they may neglect the periods during
which competition or other selection pressures peak. Although hybrids can capitalize on
extreme habitats that are often deemed lower quality for N-CTS (Chapter II, Ryan et al.,
2013a), the apparent fitness benefit provided by several of these novel transgressive
traits may begin to decline in favor of native gene complexes under less frequent and
extreme drought owing to spatial variation in the timing and duration of terrestrial and
aquatic phases.

More complex ecological and life historical processes that occur both within generations
and across much broader temporal and spatial scales challenge existing hypotheses
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regarding success of a large-bodied amphibian invader exhibiting a highly plastic life
history in a harsh Mediterranean landscape. Recent work demonstrates that hybrids
exhibit higher feeding rates and elevated resting metabolism under temperature
experienced in the pond environment as well as those reflecting extended burrow use
(relative to other life stages/events and to both I-BTS and N-CTS) (Chapter II; Ryan,
Johnson, & Fitzpatrick, 2009). For a moist-skinned ectotherm in a dry Mediterranean
climate, such traits may seem unlikely to be advantageous, and low resource periods
that can accompany drought might place greater limitations on energy budgets.
Nonetheless, the ‘starvation hypothesis’ hypothesis predicts that larger body size is
positively correlated to seasonality and periods of low resource availability (Lundberg,
1986), because larger individuals have greater energy stores and typically more efficient
metabolism owing to positive allometry. This hypothesis has received recent support in
multiple amphibian taxa, where body size is positively related to extended inactivity
(Valenzuela-Sánchez, Cunningham, & Soto-Azat, 2015) and increased precipitation
seasonality (Goldberg et al., 2018). Our results appear to contradict this hypothesis
given that N-CTS exhibit considerably smaller body size than hybrids and appear to be
favored under extended inactivity in a highly seasonal and resource-limited landscape.
However, N-CTS evolved within the drought-prone central California landscape,
whereas hybrids evolved within modified perennial ponds where I-BTS was initially
introduced. This has likely led to trade-offs between growth and development such that
larger-bodied hybrids with higher energy demand are favored under permanent aquatic
conditions, while natural ephemeral breeding ponds favor early metamorphosis at the
expense of larger overall body size in N-CTS (Fitzpatrick & Shaffer, 2004, 2007b;
Johnson, Ryan, et al., 2013a).

The contemporary hybrid swarm exhibits high genetic and phenotype variance, but, for
reasons discussed here (see also Chapter II), this variance may not be relevant during
extreme drought. Spatial variation in the frequency and amplitude of drought effects on
breeding pond phenology, and resource availability in the terrestrial landscape, will
largely determine which populations and which genotypes prevail. Thus, whether
hybrids face increased extinction risk will depend on future environmental flux relative to
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past events in addition to the prevalence of environmental refuges, allowing persistence
during low-resource periods. Given a close association with modified landscapes such
as irrigated agricultural lands, such refuges may exist. The surplus in standing genetic
variance in hybrids (relevant during the aquatic environment), and reproductive
strategies in pond-breeding amphibians in general (Chapter I), could thus provide
opportunities for rapid recolonization and turnover following drought. Together, there is
a high potential for wet years (extremes that are also expected under climate change
(Diffenbaugh, Swain, & Touma, 2015)) to favor the spread of hybrid genotypes,
particularly where high connectivity between vernal pond complexes might promote
rescue effects, thereby generating conditions that favor nonnative alleles (Sæther &
Engen, 2015) and swamping N-CTS populations (Allendorf et al., 2004) (Fig III.4).

Conclusions.—At present, N-CTS appears be at an overall advantage in the terrestrial
phase in addition to natural breeding ponds with short hydroperiod, further suggesting
that anthropogenic alternations to the aquatic environment facilitated this hybrid
invasion but have ultimately generated conditions that limit it over longer time scales. If
this line of thought is accurate, we may observe shifts in allele frequencies toward NCTS immediately following peak drought conditions, particularly populations that may be
largely supported by paedomorphs where ponds dried for the first time in 50 or more
years. It remains necessary to establish the patterns we observed over longer time
periods, because pond-breeding amphibians are prone to natural fluctuations
(Pechmann & Wilbur 1994). Indeed, at least two hybrid populations exhibited slight
increases in reproductive activity in the 3 years following peak drought (Fig III.3).
Continued monitoring will be important to determine whether hybrids can keep pace
with native N-CTS, or if extreme wet years instead increase extinction risk for N-CTS via
genetic or demographic swamping (Fig III.4). At present, the constraints of high energy
demand in a low-resource landscape appear to outweigh hybrid vigor in body size and
resistance to water loss as well the expected advantages of high genetic diversity and a
highly plastic life history.
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CONCLUSION
Hybridization between California Tiger Salamanders (N-CTS – Ambystoma
californiense) and Barred Tiger Salamanders (I-BTS – Ambystoma mavortium) has
presented unique opportunities to study life history and its interaction with evolutionary
processes. I began this work asking: (1) how might reproductive strategy and life history
complexity affect selection efficiency and adaptive capacity, (2) are genotype-specific
differences in physiological niche breadth ultimately a function of transgressive
segregation in hybrids, and can these physiological metrics explain invasion success in
space and time according to known life historical events, (3) can nonnative hybrid
genotypes prevail in a landscape where they did not evolve, and (4) how do these
questions help inform the long-term conservation of an imperiled amphibian?

Ultimately, I found that incorporating more complex spatial and temporal ecological
patterns through ontogeny and across broader temporal and spatial scales can
challenge classical predictions and thus potentially undermine conservation objectives.
Despite having especially meaningful consequences for evolution on contemporary time
scales, life history is rarely incorporated into population genetic models, and this has
likely led to spurious inferences and poor management decisions. Furthermore,
integrating both life history strategy and physiology with population genetics is an
exceedingly rare proposition but clearly can provide robust mechanistic frameworks for
use in population forecasting as well as prediction and screening schemes for nonnative
taxa and risk assessments for specific recipient environments.

Biological invasions, habitat modification, and other forms of environmental change are
now commonplace. Consequently, conservation is in dire need of more integrative
approaches to make more accurate predictions and adaptively manage ecological
systems. The I-BTS x N-CTS system has proven to be an example where integrative
approaches and adaptive management will continue to be imperative for both long-term
conservation of an imperiled taxon and accurate interpretation of past, present, and
future studies that use this system as a model for much broader biological (e.g.,
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genomics, speciation) and philosophical (e.g., genetic versus ecological authenticity)
questions.

Simply, we now have the proper tools for more effective conservation planning and
implementation, these tools are independently well-developed, and they can be applied
together in a manner that reduces negative and unintended secondary consequences of
management activities such as those that might occur during hasty or poorly planned
eradication attempts and landscape manipulations (Carter et al., 2015; Carter et al.,
2017). Conservation practitioners and decision makers must place greater stock in
these integrative approaches or risk ineffective use of otherwise valuable conservation
resources. For instance, reduction of pond hydroperiod has been suggested previously
as a means to control the I-BTS x N-CTS hybrids. However, failure to account for
potential rapid adaptive responses to short pond hydroperiod in genetically-variable
hybrids could worsen impacts of nonnative genotypes by increasing rates of admixture
and local adaptation by further reducing barriers at multiple levels. Simple differential
equations accounting for current spatial patterns of native and hybrid genotypes, past,
present, and projected environmental variance, as well as how known life history and
known physiological mechanisms can respond to those patterns should take place
before blindly altering landscapes with a simple sense of satisfying curiosities, as now
appears overly common in most aspects of the biological sciences.

Finally, previous opinions that invasion success and invasibility are idiosyncratic and
unpredictable are only partially true. Stochastic processes do predominate in nature,
and context-dependence is a fundamental quality of all biological systems. However,
the integrative approaches advocated here demonstrate potential for robust mechanistic
frameworks for use in population forecasting as well as prediction and screening
schemes for invasive taxa even in the most complex systems, particularly relevant to
globally-declining amphibians and to invasions that result in hybridization, given their
notorious idiosyncrasies.
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APPENDIX I
R CODE FOR CHAPTER I
Appendix I.1. Reproduction models
####################################################################################
# (BMF)
# standard model with two loci (Lewontin & Kojima, 1960)
N <- 200
p <- r <- 1/400
S <- 0.05
R <- 0.5
LD <- 0 # keep in mind LDmax = g11*g00
# genotype fitnesses (in order of L and K table 4)
W <- 1 + S*c(4,3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1,0)
LK.infinite <- function(p,r,W,LD,R=0.5,gens){
# distribution of gametotypes before selection
g11 <- p*r + LD
g10 <- p*(1-r) - LD
g01 <- (1-p)*r - LD
g00 <- (1-p)*(1-r) + LD
Wbar <- numeric()
for(i in 2:gens){
# genotype frequency according to HW (in order of L & K table 4)
G <- c(g11*g11, 2*g11*g10, g10*g10, 2*g11*g01, 2*g11*g00, 2*g10*g01,2*g10*g00, g01*g01, 2*g01*g00,
g00*g00)
# expected frequency after selection
Wbar[i-1] <- sum(G*W)
Gs <- G*W/Wbar[i-1]
# new gametes
g11 <- Gs[1] + Gs[2]/2 + Gs[4]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[5]/2 + R*Gs[6]/2
g10 <- Gs[2]/2 + Gs[3] + R*Gs[5]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[7]/2
g01 <- Gs[4]/2 + R*Gs[5]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[8] + Gs[9]/2
g00 <- (1-R)*Gs[5]/2 + R*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[7]/2 + Gs[9]/2 + Gs[10]
# new allele frequencies
p[i] <- g11+g10
r[i] <- g11+g01
}
Wbar[gens] <- sum(W*c(g11*g11, 2*g11*g10, g10*g10, 2*g11*g01, 2*g11*g00, 2*g10*g01,2*g10*g00, g01*g01,
2*g01*g00, g00*g00))
data.frame(p,r,Wbar)
}
Infinite <- LK.infinite(p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)
#####################################################
LK.finite <- function(N,p,r,W,LD,R=0.5,gens){
# distribution of gametotypes before selection
g11 <- p*r + LD
g10 <- p*(1-r) - LD
g01 <- (1-p)*r - LD
g00 <- (1-p)*(1-r) + LD
Wbar <- numeric()
for(i in 2:gens){
# genotype frequency according to HW (in order of L & K table 4)
G <- c(g11*g11, 2*g11*g10, g10*g10, 2*g11*g01, 2*g11*g00, 2*g10*g01,2*g10*g00, g01*g01, 2*g01*g00,
g00*g00)
# expected frequency after selection
Wbar[i-1] <- sum(G*W)
Ps <- G*W/sum(G*W)
# Wright-Fisher sampling
Ns <- rmultinom(1,N,Ps)[,1]
Gs <- Ns/N
# new gametes
g11 <- Gs[1] + Gs[2]/2 + Gs[4]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[5]/2 + R*Gs[6]/2
g10 <- Gs[2]/2 + Gs[3] + R*Gs[5]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[7]/2
g01 <- Gs[4]/2 + R*Gs[5]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[8] + Gs[9]/2
g00 <- (1-R)*Gs[5]/2 + R*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[7]/2 + Gs[9]/2 + Gs[10]
# new allele frequencies
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p[i] <- g11+g10
r[i] <- g11+g01
}
Wbar[gens] <- sum(W*c(g11*g11, 2*g11*g10, g10*g10, 2*g11*g01, 2*g11*g00, 2*g10*g01,2*g10*g00, g01*g01,
2*g01*g00, g00*g00))
data.frame(p,r,Wbar)
}
LK50 <- LK100 <- LK200 <- LK400 <- matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)
for(i in 1:100){
LK50[,i] <- LK.finite(N = 50, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LK100[,i] <- LK.finite(N = 100, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LK200[,i] <- LK.finite(N = 200, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LK400[,i] <- LK.finite(N = 400, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
}
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LK50[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LK100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LK200[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LK400[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
#####################################################
#####################################################
LK.recruit <- function(Nz,Na,p,r,W,LD,R=0.5,gens){
# distribution of gametotypes before selection
g11 <- p*r + LD
g10 <- p*(1-r) - LD
g01 <- (1-p)*r - LD
g00 <- (1-p)*(1-r) + LD
Wbar <- numeric()
for(i in 2:gens){
# genotype frequency according to HW (in order of L & K table 4)
G <- c(g11*g11, 2*g11*g10, g10*g10, 2*g11*g01, 2*g11*g00, 2*g10*g01,2*g10*g00, g01*g01, 2*g01*g00,
g00*g00)
# sample Nz zygotes
Z <- rmultinom(1,Nz,G)[,1]
# sample Na adults according to their fitness
Wbar[i-1] <- sum(Z*W)/Nz
A <- rep(0,10)
for(j in 1:Na){
Zt <- Z-A
A <- A + rmultinom(1,1,Zt*W)[,1]
}
Gs <- A/Na
# new gametes
g11 <- Gs[1] + Gs[2]/2 + Gs[4]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[5]/2 + R*Gs[6]/2
g10 <- Gs[2]/2 + Gs[3] + R*Gs[5]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[7]/2
g01 <- Gs[4]/2 + R*Gs[5]/2 + (1-R)*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[8] + Gs[9]/2
g00 <- (1-R)*Gs[5]/2 + R*Gs[6]/2 + Gs[7]/2 + Gs[9]/2 + Gs[10]
# new allele frequencies
p[i] <- g11+g10
r[i] <- g11+g01
}
Wbar[gens] <- sum(W*c(g11*g11, 2*g11*g10, g10*g10, 2*g11*g01, 2*g11*g00, 2*g10*g01,2*g10*g00, g01*g01,
2*g01*g00, g00*g00))
data.frame(p,r,Wbar)
}
LKR50.2 <- LKR100.2 <- LKR200.2 <- LKR400.2 <- matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)
for(i in 1:100){
LKR50.2[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=2*50, Na=50, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
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LKR100.2[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=2*100, Na=100, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKR200.2[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=2*200, Na=200, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKR400.2[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=2*400, Na=400, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
}
quartz(title="Nz=2xNa")
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR50.2[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR100.2[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR200.2[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR400.2[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
####################################################
####################################################
LKR50.10 <- LKR100.10 <- LKR200.10 <- LKR400.10 <- matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)
for(i in 1:100){
LKR50.10[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=10*50, Na=50, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKR100.10[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=10*100, Na=100, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKR200.10[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=10*200, Na=200, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKR400.10[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=10*400, Na=400, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
}
quartz(title="Nz=10xNa")
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR50.10[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR100.10[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR200.10[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR400.10[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
####################################################
####################################################
LKR50.100 <- LKR100.100 <- LKR200.100 <- LKR400.100 <- matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)
for(i in 1:100){
LKR50.100[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=100*50, Na=50, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKR100.100[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=100*100, Na=100, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKR200.100[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=100*200, Na=200, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKR400.100[,i] <- LK.recruit(Nz=100*400, Na=400, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
}
quartz(title="Nz=100xNa")
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR50.100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR100.100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR200.100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKR400.100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
####################################################################################
#####################################################################################
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Appendix I.2. Two-locus models
####################################################################################
# (BMF)
# Two locus model (Lewontin & Kojima 1960)
#
# modified to include finite recruitment and
#
# large clutches of size cs
#
# (BM Fitzpatrick)
#####################################################
# function to generate offspring from a single pair of genotypes
mate.fn <- function(G1,G2,cs,R){
# let G1 and G2 be the indexes of the genotypes (order of Lewontin & Kojima Table 4)
# gamete probabilities per genotype
g11 <- c(1, 0.5, 0, 0.5, (1-R)/2, R/2, 0, 0, 0, 0)
g10 <- c(0, 0.5, 1, 0, R/2, (1-R)/2, 0.5, 0, 0, 0)
g01 <- c(0, 0, 0, 0.5, R/2, (1-R)/2, 0, 1, 0.5, 0)
g00 <- c(0, 0, 0, 0, (1-R)/2, R/2, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1)
# Zygote genotype probabilities
Gp <- c(g11[G1]*g11[G2],
g11[G1]*g10[G2]+g11[G2]*g10[G1],
g10[G1]*g10[G2],
g11[G1]*g01[G2]+g11[G2]*g01[G1],
g11[G1]*g00[G2]+g11[G2]*g00[G1],
g10[G1]*g01[G2]+g10[G2]*g01[G1],
g10[G1]*g00[G2]+g10[G2]*g00[G1],
g01[G1]*g01[G2],
g01[G1]*g00[G2]+g01[G2]*g00[G1],
g00[G1]*g00[G2])
rmultinom(1,cs,Gp)[,1]
}
LK.clutch <- function(Nz,Na,cs,p,r,W,LD,R=0.5,gens){
# Number of pairs to produce Nz zygotes
n.pairs <- Nz/cs
# just be careful to make sure Nz is divisible by cs, OK?
# distribution of gametotypes before selection
g11 <- p*r + LD
g10 <- p*(1-r) - LD
g01 <- (1-p)*r - LD
g00 <- (1-p)*(1-r) + LD
# Initial genotype frequency according to HW (in order of L & K table 4)
G <- c(g11*g11, 2*g11*g10, g10*g10, 2*g11*g01, 2*g11*g00, 2*g10*g01,2*g10*g00, g01*g01, 2*g01*g00, g00*g00)
# Mean fitness of initial genotype distribution
Wbar <- sum(G*W)
# Initial sample Nz zygotes
Z <- rmultinom(1,Nz,G)[,1]
for(i in 2:gens){
# sample Na adults from zygotes according to their fitness
A <- rep(0,10)
for(j in 1:Na){
Zt <- Z-A
A <- A + rmultinom(1,1,Zt*W)[,1]
}
#random pairings to get zygotes
Z <- rep(0,10)
for(j in 1:n.pairs){
G1 <- sample(1:10,1,prob=A)
G2 <- sample(1:10,1,prob=A)
Z <- Z + mate.fn(G1,G2,cs,R)
}
# new mean fitness
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Wbar[i] <- sum(W*Z/Nz)
# new allele frequencies
p[i] <- sum(Z*c(2,2,2,1,1,1,1,0,0,0)/2)/Nz
r[i] <- sum(Z*c(2,1,0,2,1,1,0,2,1,0)/2)/Nz
}
data.frame(p,r,Wbar)
}
#LK.clutch(Nz = 400, Na = 200, cs=1, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=10)
LKc50.10 <- LKc100.10 <- LKc200.10 <- LKc400.10 <- matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)
for(i in 1:100){
LKc50.10[,i] <- LK.clutch(Nz=10*50, Na=50, cs=10, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKc100.10[,i] <- LK.clutch(Nz=10*100, Na=100, cs=10, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKc200.10[,i] <- LK.clutch(Nz=10*200, Na=200, cs=10, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKc400.10[,i] <- LK.clutch(Nz=10*400, Na=400, cs=10, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
}
quartz(title="Nz=10xNa, cs=10")
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKc50.10[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKc100.10[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKc200.10[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKc400.10[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
####################################################
####################################################
LKc50.100 <- LKc100.100 <- LKc200.100 <- LKc400.100 <- matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)
for(i in 1:100){
LKc50.100[,i] <- LK.clutch(Nz=10*50, Na=50, cs=100, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKc100.100[,i] <- LK.clutch(Nz=10*100, Na=100, cs=100, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKc200.100[,i] <- LK.clutch(Nz=10*200, Na=200, cs=100, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
LKc400.100[,i] <- LK.clutch(Nz=10*400, Na=400, cs=100, p=0.1, r=0.1, W=W, LD=0, R=0.5, gens=100)$Wbar
}
quartz(title="Nz=10xNa, cs=100")
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKc50.100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKc100.100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKc200.100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
plot(Infinite$Wbar,type="n",ylim=c(1,1.2))
for(i in 1:100){lines(LKc400.100[,i],col="green")}
lines(Infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
####################################################
####################################################
####################################################
####################################################
# vary Na:
Na <- c(50, 500)
# vary Nz:
Nz <- c(2, 100) # x Na
# vary cs:
# cs <- c(1, 10, 100)
# vary R :
# R <- c(0.5, 0.05, 0.005)
# two initial conditions:
## (a) rare variation scenario: p = r = 0.05 & LD = 0
## (b) admixture scenario: p = r = 0.50 & LD = -0.25
# this gives us 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 2 = 162 parameter combinations
Wbars <- matrix(nrow=162, ncol=7)
colnames(Wbars) <- c("scen","cs","R","Na","Nz","Avg","Var")
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sim <- 0 # counter for adding values to Wbars
# for all simulations:
S <- 0.05
W <- 1 + S*c(4,3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1,0)
# W <- 1 + S*c(2,2,2,1,1,1,1,0,0,0) # single locus affecting fitness
gens <- 100
reps <- 100
labs <- matrix(LETTERS[1:9],nrow=3,byrow=TRUE)
# rare variation scenario
p <- r <- 0.05; LD <- 0
rare.infinite <- LK.infinite(p, r, W, LD, R, gens)
#################
cs <- 1; R <- 0.5
quartz(title="rare: cs=1, R=0.5",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 1; R <- 0.05
quartz(title="rare: cs=1, R=0.05",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2, lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2, lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
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Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 1; R <- 0.005
quartz(title="rare: cs=1, R=0.005",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 10; R <- 0.5
quartz(title="rare: cs=10, R=0.5",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 10; R <- 0.05
quartz(title="rare: cs=10, R=0.05",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
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plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 10; R <- 0.005
quartz(title="rare: cs=10, R=0.005",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 100; R <- 0.5
quartz(title="rare: cs=100, R=0.5",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
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lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 100; R <- 0.05
quartz(title="rare: cs=100, R=0.05",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 100; R <- 0.005
quartz(title="rare: cs=100, R=0.005",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(rare.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.2),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
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lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(rare.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("rare",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}

# Admixture scenario
p <- r <- 0.5; LD <- -0.25
admix.infinite <- LK.infinite(p, r, W, LD, R=0.5, gens)
#################
cs <- 1; R <- 0.5
quartz(title="admix: cs=1, R=0.5",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 1; R <- 0.05
quartz(title="admix: cs=1, R=0.05",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
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lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 1; R <- 0.005
quartz(title="admix: cs=1, R=0.005",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 10; R <- 0.5
quartz(title="admix: cs=10, R=0.5",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 10; R <- 0.05
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quartz(title="admix: cs=10, R=0.05",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 10; R <- 0.005
quartz(title="admix: cs=10, R=0.005",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 100; R <- 0.5
quartz(title="admix: cs=100, R=0.5",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
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lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 100; R <- 0.05
quartz(title="admix: cs=100, R=0.05",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
#################
cs <- 100; R <- 0.005
quartz(title="admix: cs=100, R=0.005",height=4)
par(mfrow=c(length(Na),length(Nz)+1),mar=c(2,2,1,1))
for(i in 1:length(Na)){
for(j in 1:length(Nz)){
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
Wb <- numeric()
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.clutch(Na[i]*Nz[j], Na[i], cs, p, r, W, LD, R, gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz:",Nz[j]*Na[i])))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",cs,R,Na[i],Nz[j],mean(Wb),var(Wb))
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}
plot(admix.infinite$Wbar,ylim=c(1,1.3),type="n")
for(k in 1:reps){
X <- LK.finite(Na[i],p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar
lines(X,col="grey")
Wb[k] <- X[gens]
}
lines(admix.infinite$Wbar,lwd=2,lty=2)
lines(LK.infinite(p,r,W,LD,R,gens)$Wbar,lwd=2)
legend("topleft",bty="n",legend=c(paste("(",labs[i,j+1],")"),paste("Na:",Na[i]),paste("Nz infinite")))
sim <- sim + 1
Wbars[sim,] <- c("admix",NA,R,Na[i],"inf",mean(Wb),var(Wb))
}
####################################################################################
#####################################################################################
#
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Appendix I.3. Genome-scale life history models
####################################################################################
# (ETC)
# Model functions in this script (separate functions for efficiency during simulation):
# Selection models
# popNF.s.CHNG.WF.apprx
# popNF.s.CHNG.Repro.Age
# popNF.s.CHNG.Viab
# popNF.s.CHNG.Viab.Age
# popNF.s.CHNG.OneStep.Repro.Viab
# popNF.s.CHNG.DualSel

# Reprod
# Reprod
# Viab
# Viab
# Viab / Repr
# Viab + Repr

No Age str
Age str,
No Age str,
Age str,
No Age str,
Age str

RUG only
RUG / No RUG
RUG / No RUG
RUG / No RUG
RUG / No RUG
RUG / No RUG

single offspr
multi offspr
multi offspr
multi offspr
multi offspr,
multi offspr

sel BEFORE gam prod

sel AFTER gam prod

# Neutral models
# popNF.Neutral.WF.apprx
# popNF.Neutral.Viab
# popNF.Neutral.Age
# popNF.Neutral.OneStep.Repro.Viab

# neutral ver of 'popNF.WF.apprx'
# neutral ver of 'popNF.Viab'
# neutral ver of 'popNF.Repro.Age', 'popNF.Viab.Age', 'popNF.DualSel'
# neutral version of 'popNF.OneStep.Repro.Viab'

#########################################################################################
# Load packages (or install and load if needed)
cat("\nInstall any required packages not already installed? \n\n y/n"); install.all<-readLines(con=stdin(),1)
pckgs<-c("matrixStats", "compiler", "doBy", "doSNOW", "parallel", "viridis", "sm", "tools", "qdapRegex", "data.table")
if(install.all=="y"){
invisible(sapply(1:length(pckgs), function(x) if(!suppressWarnings(require(pckgs[x], character.only=TRUE)))
install.packages(pckgs[x], dependencies=TRUE)))
}
invisible(sapply(pckgs, require, character.only=TRUE))
enableJIT(3)
#################################################################################
## ACCESSORY FUNCTIONS
#########################################
# function for calculating cum sum by col when making gametes (in poGams function)
#colCumsums <- function (x, rows = NULL, cols = NULL, dim. = dim(x), ...){
# dim <- as.integer(dim.)
# .Call(C_rowCumsums, x, dim, rows, cols, FALSE)
#}
#colCumsums <- cmpfun(colCumsums)
#################################################################
# for generating crossovers (in popGams functions)
binomMat <- function(m, n, rate) {
rbind(rep(0, n), matrix(sample.int(2, m * n, replace = TRUE, prob=c(1-rate, rate)), m, n)-1)
}
#################################################################
# function to generate gametes for entire pop (with mutation)
popGams.1x <function(
pop.mat, # each column represents a single genotype in vector form: c(chrom1, chrom2)
output=1, # reproductive output in terms of individual replacement (output=1 -> 1 diploid offspring per individual)
pop.size=ncol(pop.mat),# population size, number of columns in pop.mat
n.sites=nrow(pop.mat)/2,# number of sites, nrow(pop.mat)/2
rcmb.rate=0.5,# recombination rate for all sites (single value only); alternative method using rbinom (not implemented in this
script) can use either a single value or a vector of length n.sites-1 to specify between site recombination rate, but it is much slower
sub.mut=FALSE, # mutation; substitutions only: 0->1 or 1->0
sub.rate=2.5e-5,# substitution rate per site per generation (single value only)
total.gametes=output*pop.size*2 # total number of gametes produced by population in a given generation
){
output<-output*2# produce 2 gametes per individual when output is 1 offspring
pop.alt.index<-c(matrix(c(1:n.sites, {n.sites+1}:{n.sites*2}), nrow=2, byrow = T)) # when applied to pop.mat, each column is
equivalent to a 2 x num.sites matrix
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#total.gametes<-output*pop.size# total gametes produced by pop in single generation
crossovers<-binomMat(n.sites-1, total.gametes, rcmb.rate)# generate crossovers for all gametes produced in current generation
cross.index<-c(colCumsums(crossovers)%%2)# assigning index based on crossovers; 0 is chrom1, 1 is chrom 2.. converted to
1,2 below
chrom.samp<-sample.int(2, size=total.gametes, replace=TRUE)-2 # to later randomize reference chrom for crossovers within pop
matrix; possibly better to just alternate among reference chroms.. c(1,2,1,2,1,2...)?
chrom.ref<-rep(chrom.samp, rep(n.sites, total.gametes)) # faster than applying vector to each column of the matrix (crossover
index for each gamete)
chrom.index<-abs(cross.index + chrom.ref)+1# randomizing reference chrom by changing index according to 'chrom.ref'
geno.index<-chrom.index + 2*({1:n.sites}-1) # faster (vectorized) method to reference diag of resulting matrix
pop.offspr.index<-geno.index+rep(seq.int(from=0, by=n.sites*2, length.out=pop.size), each=n.sites*output)# index to apply to
pop.mat (see note on 'matrix' format above)
gams<-pop.mat[pop.alt.index,][pop.offspr.index] # adjust pop.mat with alt.index such that each column simulates a 2 x n.sites
matrix
if(sub.mut==T){
mutations<-rbinom(n=pop.size*output*n.sites, size=1, prob=sub.rate)# number of mutations; assumes no difference in mutation
rates among sites
if(any(mutations==1)){
gams<-abs(gams-mutations)# subsitutions: 0->1, 1->0
}}
#convert vector back to matrix, with each column representing a gamete... easier to index when pairing gametes later
gametes<-matrix(gams, ncol=total.gametes)# ncol(gametes) equals pop.size*output.. so every 'output' columns represent
gametes from a single indivdiual
return(gametes)# gametes by column...
}
popGams.1x <- cmpfun(popGams.1x)
#################################################################
# gamete function without mutation
popGams.noMut_1x <function(
pop.mat, # each column represents a single genotype in vector form: c(chrom1, chrom2)
output=1, # reproductive output in terms of individual replacement (output=1 -> 1 diploid offspring per individual)
pop.size=ncol(pop.mat),# population size, number of columns in pop.mat
n.sites=nrow(pop.mat)/2,# number of sites, nrow(pop.mat)/2
rcmb.rate=0.5,# recombination rate for all sites (single value only); alternative method using rbinom (not implemented in this
script) can use either a single value or a vector of length n.sites-1 to specify between site recombination rate, but it is much slower
total.gametes=output*pop.size # total number of gametes produced by population in a given generation
){
output<-output*2# produce 2 gametes per individual when output is 1 offspring
pop.alt.index<-c(matrix(c(1:n.sites, {n.sites+1}:{n.sites*2}), nrow=2, byrow = T)) # when applied to pop.mat, each column is
equivalent to a 2 x num.sites matrix
crossovers<-binomMat(n.sites-1, total.gametes, rcmb.rate)
generation
cross.index<-c(colCumsums(crossovers)%%2)
chrom 2.. converted to 1,2 below

# generate crossovers for all gametes produced in current
# assigning index based on crossovers; 0 is chrom1, 1 is

chrom.samp<-sample.int(2, size=total.gametes, replace=TRUE)-2 # to later randomize reference chrom for crossovers within pop
matrix
chrom.ref<-rep(chrom.samp, rep(n.sites, total.gametes))
index for each gamete)
chrom.index<-abs(cross.index + chrom.ref)+1
to 'chrom.ref'
geno.index<-chrom.index + 2*({1:n.sites}-1)
matrix

# faster than applying vector to each column of the matrix (crossover
# randomizing reference chrom by changing index according
# faster (vectorized) method to reference diag of resulting

pop.offspr.index<-geno.index+rep(seq.int(from=0, by=n.sites*2, length.out=pop.size), each=n.sites*output) # index to apply to
pop.mat (see note on 'matrix' format above)
gams<-pop.mat[pop.alt.index,][pop.offspr.index]
# adjust pop.mat with alt.index such that each column simulates a 2 x
n.sites matrix
#convert vector back to matrix, with each column representing a gamete... easier to index when pairing gametes later
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gametes<-matrix(gams, ncol=total.gametes)
gametes from a single indivdiual

# ncol(gametes) equals pop.size*output.. so every 'output' columns represent

return(gametes)# gametes by column...
}
popGams.noMut_1x <- cmpfun(popGams.noMut_1x)
#################################################################
# function to join gametes, with randomization of chromosome and individual order
## NOT used in pop sim functions right now
pairJoin.1x <function(gametes, gams.per.indiv, n.offspr, pop.size, nLoci){
chrom.swap.index <- order( cbind(1:{nLoci*2}, c({nLoci+1}:{nLoci*2}, 1:nLoci))[, sample.int(2, size=n.offspr, replace=T)])
matrix(rbind(gametes[,1:n.offspr], gametes[,{n.offspr+1}:{2*n.offspr}])[chrom.swap.index], ncol=n.offspr, byrow=T) # split into
output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes (this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent
within gamete function
}
pairJoin.1x <- cmpfun(pairJoin.1x)
##############################
# pairJoin function without [redundant?] randomization
pairJoin.1x <- function(gametes, n.offspr){
matrix(rbind(gametes[,1:n.offspr], gametes[,{n.offspr+1}:{2*n.offspr}]), ncol=n.offspr, byrow=F) # split into output*pop.size chunks
and rbind to pair gametes (this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
}
pairJoin.1x <- cmpfun(pairJoin.1x)
######################################################################################################
# calculates fitness for all individuals in pop
popFit.1x <- function(pop.mat, s, n.sites=NULL, .n=NULL){
n.sel=max(sum(s!=0), 1)
.colSums((pop.mat[1:n.sites,] + pop.mat[{n.sites+1}:{2*n.sites}, ])/2 * s, m=n.sites, n=.n) / n.sel + 1
}
popFit.1x <- cmpfun(popFit.1x)
#################################################################
# calculates mean heterozygosity for single pop/gen
calc.hz.1x <- function(Pop, nLoci, .n){
sums <- Pop [1:nLoci, ] + Pop[(nLoci+1):(nLoci*2), ]
sums[sums==2] <- 0
.rowMeans(sums, n=.n, m=nLoci)
}
calc.hz.1x <- cmpfun(calc.hz.1x)
#################################################################
# calculates allele frequencies
calcFreqs <- function(pop, nLoci, n) .rowMeans(cbind(pop[1:nLoci,], pop[{nLoci+1}:{nLoci*2},]), nLoci, n*2)
######################################################################################################
# function to generate [starting] population matrix (for setup; not used in models themselves)
make.pop <- function(Na, Ns, intro.freq=NULL, intro.geno=rep(c(0, 1), each=Ns), n.intro=NULL, rand=FALSE){ # default is to
introduce heterozygote
if(is.null(intro.freq) & is.null(n.intro)) stop("specify a number of immigrants (n.intro) or a starting allele frequency (intro.freq)")
if({!is.null(intro.freq) & !is.null(n.intro)} & !identical(intro.freq, n.intro/Na*mean(intro.geno))) stop("invalid parameters, check intro.freq
and/or n.intro")
pop.x <- matrix(0, ncol=Na, nrow=Ns * 2)
# starting population of size Na with Ns sites
if(is.null(n.intro)){pop.x[, sample.int(Na, size=Na*(intro.freq/mean(intro.geno)))] <- intro.geno # intro.freq is multiplied by 2 because
heterzygotes are being introduced
}else{pop.x[, sample.int(Na, size=n.intro)] <- intro.geno}
if(rand==TRUE){pop.x<-matrix(sample(pop.x), ncol=Na)}
pop.x
}
#####################################################################################
#####################################################################################
#########################
# CHANGING SELECTION FUNCTIONS
# Omitting mutation, migration, overlapping gens (and senescence), variable N, variable outputs
#####################################################################################
# simple selection on REPRODUCTION (no age structure) (selection on reproduction occurs before gamete production)
### compare (-1 gen) with 'popNF.s.CHNG.OneStep.Repro.Viab' (which allows multiple offspring with selection following gamete
production)
popNF.s.CHNG.WF.apprx <function(
N, # population size
F.x = 1, # (F.x is always 1 => 2 gametes per parent; for multiple, see function 'popNF.s.CHNG.OneStep.Repro.Viab')
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n.loci, # number of sites/loci
s.x, # selection coefficients... vector of length n.loci
s.chng.int=NULL, # s.chng.int= c(9, 10, 27, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) # droughts = c(1959:1960, 1977,
1987:1992, 2007:2009, 2012:2016), # generation interval to change s, or a vector of generations to change s
c.x=0.5, # between site recombination rate; for speed, this version assumes same recombination rate between all sites
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG = TRUE, # (always TRUE; to make pairs, see function 'popNF.s.CHNG.OneStep.Repro.Viab')
gens=100,# number of generations to simulate
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
if(F.x != 1){warning("model does not support multiple offspring, reverting to F.x =1"); F.x<-1}
if(RUG==FALSE){warning("model does not support mating pairs, reverting to RUG=TRUE"); RUG=TRUE}
# population produces an expected 1 diploid offspring per individual
total.gams<-N*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate fitness vector and allele frequency/heterozygosity matrices
fit<-vector("numeric", gens+1)
freqs<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
s.chng <- rep(1, gens); s.chng[s.chng.int] <- -1
for(gen in 1:gens){
s. <- s.x * s.chng[gen]
# Calculate pop fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
w.pop<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)
fit[gen]<-.Internal(mean(w.pop))
freqs[gen,]<-.rowMeans(pop, m=n.loci, n=total.gams)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Reproduction; Select with replacement
pop.tmp<-pop[, sample.int(N, size=N, replace=TRUE, prob=w.pop)]
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop.tmp, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring) - RUG
gams<-gams[,sample.int(N*2), drop=F]
# randomizing gamete order
pop <- rbind(gams[,1:N], gams[,{N+1}:{2*N}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to join
# Recruitment NULL
}
# Calculate final fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
fit[gens+1]<-.Internal(mean(popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)))
freqs[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqs, Adult.fit=fit, Heterozygosity=hz, End.pop=pop))#return(list(Arguments=sim.args, Start.pop=popStart,
End.pop=pop, frequencies=freqs, fitness=fit))
}
popNF.s.CHNG.WF.apprx <- cmpfun(popNF.s.CHNG.WF.apprx)
#####################################################################################
##############################################
# selection on REPRODUCTION with AGE STRUCTURE, offspring sampled (neutral) without replacement
popNF.s.CHNG.Repro.Age <function(
N, # population size
F.x=1, # output per individual; output=1 produces 2 gametes per individual
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
s.x, # selection coefficients... vector of length n.loci
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s.chng.int=NULL, # s.chng.int= c(9, 10, 27, 37, 38, 39, 40 41, 42, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) # droughts = c(1959:1960, 1977,
1987:1992, 2007:2009, 2012:2016), # generation interval to change s, or a vector of generations to change s
c.x, # between site recombination rate... vector of length n.loci-1
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG=FALSE, # random union of gametes
gens=100,# number of generations for simulation
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
N.offspr<-F.x*N# population produces F.x * N offspring per generation
total.gams<-N.offspr*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
indiv.gams<-F.x*2
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate fitness vector and allele frequency/heterozygosity matrices
fitOff<-vector("numeric", gens)
fitPop<-vector("numeric", gens+1)
freqsOff<-matrix(nrow=gens, ncol=n.loci)
freqsPop<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
s.chng <- rep(1, gens); s.chng[s.chng.int] <- -1
for(gen in 1:gens){
s. <- s.x * s.chng[gen]
# calculate Adult fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
fitPop.temp<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)
fitPop[gen]<-.Internal(mean(fitPop.temp))
freqsPop[gen,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Reproduction; Select Adults with replacement
pop<-pop[, sample.int(N, size=N, replace=TRUE, prob=fitPop.temp)]
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring)
if(RUG==TRUE){gams<-gams[,sample.int(N.offspr*2), drop=F]}
# randomizing gamete order
offspr <- rbind(gams[,1:N.offspr], gams[,{N.offspr+1}:{2*N.offspr}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes
(this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
# Calculate fitness and allele frequencies of OFFSPRING POOL
freqsOff[gen,]<-.rowMeans(gams, n.loci, total.gams)# record offspring allele frequencies
w.offspr<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=offspr, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N.offspr)# calculate offspring fitness
fitOff[gen]<-.Internal(mean(w.offspr))# calculate and record mean offspring fitness
# Recruitment; Sample offspring without replacement
pop<-offspr[, sample.int(N.offspr, size=N, replace=FALSE)]
}
# Calculate final adult fitness, allele, frequencies, and heterozygosity
fitPop[gens+1]<-.Internal(mean(popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)))
freqsPop[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqsPop, Adult.fit=fitPop, Heterozygosity=hz, End.pop=pop))
}
popNF.s.CHNG.Repro.Age <- cmpfun(popNF.s.CHNG.Repro.Age)
#####################################################################################
##############################################
# simple selection on SURVIVAL/RECRUITMENT (no age structure)
popNF.s.CHNG.Viab <-
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function(
N, # population size
F.x=1, # output per individual; output=1 produces 2 gametes per individual
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
s.x, # selection coefficients... vector of length n.loci
s.chng.int=NULL, # s.chng.int= c(9, 10, 27, 37, 38, 39, 40 41, 42, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) # droughts = c(1959:1960, 1977,
1987:1992, 2007:2009, 2012:2016), # generation interval to change s, or a vector of generations to change s
c.x, # between site recombination rate... vector of length n.loci-1
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG=FALSE, # random union of gametes
gens=100,# number of generations for simulation
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
N.offspr<-F.x*N# population produces F.x * N offspring per generation
total.gams<-N.offspr*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
indiv.gams<-F.x*2
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate fitness vector and allele frequency/heterozygosity matrix
fitOff<-vector("numeric", gens)
fitPop<-vector("numeric", gens+1)
freqsOff<-matrix(nrow=gens, ncol=n.loci)
freqsPop<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
s.chng <- rep(1, gens); s.chng[s.chng.int] <- -1
for(gen in 1:gens){
s. <- s.x * s.chng[gen]
# Calculate pop fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
fitPop[gen]<-.Internal(mean(popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)))
freqsPop[gen,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Reproduction; sampling parents - NULL
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring)
if(RUG==TRUE){gams<-gams[,sample.int(N.offspr*2), drop=F]}
# randomizing gamete order
offspr <- rbind(gams[,1:N.offspr], gams[,{N.offspr+1}:{2*N.offspr}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes
(this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
# Calculate fitness and allele frequencies of OFFSPRING POOL
freqsOff[gen,]<-.rowMeans(gams, n.loci, total.gams)# record offspring allele frequencies
w.offspr<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=offspr, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N.offspr)# calculate offspring fitness
fitOff[gen]<-.Internal(mean(w.offspr))# calculate and record mean offspring fitness
# Recruitment; Select offspring without replacement
pop<-offspr[, sample.int(N.offspr, size=N, replace=FALSE, prob=w.offspr)]
}
# Calculate final fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
fitPop[gens+1]<-.Internal(mean(popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)))
freqsPop[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqsPop, Offspr.freqs=freqsOff, Adult.fit=fitPop, Offspr.fit=fitOff, Heterozygosity = hz, End.pop=pop))
}
popNF.s.CHNG.Viab <- cmpfun(popNF.s.CHNG.Viab)
#####################################################################################
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##############################################
# selection on SURVIVAL/RECRUITMENT with AGE STRUCTURE (neutral reproduction)
popNF.s.CHNG.Viab.Age <function(
N, # population size
F.x=1, # output per individual; output=1 produces 2 gametes per individual
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
s.x, # selection coefficients... vector of length n.loci
s.chng.int=NULL, # s.chng.int= c(9, 10, 27, 37, 38, 39, 40 41, 42, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) # droughts = c(1959:1960, 1977,
1987:1992, 2007:2009, 2012:2016), # generation interval to change s, or a vector of generations to change s
c.x, # between site recombination rate... vector of length n.loci-1
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG=FALSE, # random union of gametes
gens=100,# number of generations for simulation
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
N.offspr<-F.x*N# population produces F.x * N offspring per generation
total.gams<-N.offspr*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
indiv.gams<-F.x*2
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate fitness vector and allele frequency/heterozygosity matrices
fitOff<-vector("numeric", gens)
fitPop<-vector("numeric", gens+1)
freqsOff<-matrix(nrow=gens, ncol=n.loci)
freqsPop<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
s.chng <- rep(1, gens); s.chng[s.chng.int] <- -1
for(gen in 1:gens){
s. <- s.x * s.chng[gen]
# Calculate Adult fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
fitPop[gen]<-.Internal(mean(popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)))
freqsPop[gen,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Reproduction; Sample Adults with replacement
pop<-pop[, sample.int(N, size=N, replace=TRUE)]
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring)
if(RUG==TRUE){gams<-gams[,sample.int(N.offspr*2), drop=F]}
# randomizing gamete order
offspr <- rbind(gams[,1:N.offspr], gams[,{N.offspr+1}:{2*N.offspr}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes
(this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
# Calculate fitness and allele frequencies of OFFSPRING POOL
freqsOff[gen,]<-.rowMeans(gams, n.loci, total.gams)# record offspring allele frequencies
w.offspr<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=offspr, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N.offspr)# calculate offspring fitness
fitOff[gen]<-.Internal(mean(w.offspr))# calculate and record mean offspring fitness
# Recruitment; Select offspring without replacement
pop<-offspr[, sample.int(N.offspr, size=N, replace=FALSE, prob=w.offspr)]
}
# Calculate final fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
fitPop[gens+1]<-.Internal(mean(popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)))
freqsPop[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
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return(list(Adult.freqs=freqsPop, Offspr.freqs=freqsOff, Adult.fit=fitPop, Offspr.fit=fitOff, Heterozygosity = hz, End.pop=pop))
}
popNF.s.CHNG.Viab.Age <- cmpfun(popNF.s.CHNG.Viab.Age)
#########################################################################################################
##########################
# selection on both REPRODUCTION AND SURVIVAL/RECRUITMENT
popNF.s.CHNG.DualSel <function(
N, # population size
F.x=1, # output per individual; output=1 produces 2 gametes per individual
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
s.x, # selection coefficients... vector of length n.loci
s.chng.int=NULL, # s.chng.int= c(9, 10, 27, 37, 38, 39, 40 41, 42, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) # droughts = c(1959:1960, 1977,
1987:1992, 2007:2009, 2012:2016), # generation interval to change s, or a vector of generations to change s
c.x, # between site recombination rate... vector of length n.loci-1
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG=FALSE, # random union of gametes
gens=100,# number of generations for simulation
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
N.offspr<-F.x*N# population produces F.x * N offspring per generation
total.gams<-N.offspr*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
indiv.gams<-F.x*2
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate fitness vector and allele frequency/heterozygosity matrices
fitOff<-vector("numeric", gens)
fitPop<-vector("numeric", gens+1)
freqsOff<-matrix(nrow=gens, ncol=n.loci)
freqsPop<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
s.chng <- rep(1, gens); s.chng[s.chng.int] <- -1
for(gen in 1:gens){
s. <- s.x * s.chng[gen]
# calculate pop fitness, allele freqs, and heterozygosity
fitPop.temp<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)
fitPop[gen]<-.Internal(mean(fitPop.temp))
freqsPop[gen,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Reproduction; Select Adults with replacement
pop<-pop[, sample.int(N, size=N, replace=TRUE, prob=fitPop.temp)]
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring)
if(RUG==TRUE){gams<-gams[,sample.int(N.offspr*2), drop=F]}
# randomizing gamete order
offspr <- rbind(gams[,1:N.offspr], gams[,{N.offspr+1}:{2*N.offspr}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes
(this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
# Calculate fitness and allele frequencies of OFFSPRING POOL
freqsOff[gen,]<-.rowMeans(gams, n.loci, total.gams)# record offspring allele frequencies
w.offspr<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=offspr, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N.offspr)# calculate offspring fitness
fitOff[gen]<-.Internal(mean(w.offspr))# calculate and record mean offspring fitness
# Recruitment; Select offspring without replacement
pop<-offspr[, sample.int(N.offspr, size=N, replace=FALSE, prob=w.offspr)]
}
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# Calculate final fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
fitPop[gens+1]<-.Internal(mean(popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)))
freqsPop[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqsPop, Adult.fit=fitPop, Offspr.freqs=freqsOff, Offspr.fit=fitOff, Heterozygosity=hz, End.pop=pop))
}
popNF.s.CHNG.DualSel <- cmpfun(popNF.s.CHNG.DualSel)
#########################################################################################################
##########################
# combined selection on Reproduction and Viability in single step (sample offspring pool with replacement, post gamete production)
# with large output, this is probably the model closest to WF, and the most unrealistic
popNF.s.CHNG.OneStep.Repro.Viab <function(
N, # population size
F.x=1, # output per individual; output=1 produces 2 gametes per individual
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
s.x, # selection coefficents
s.chng.int=NULL, # s.chng.int= c(9, 10, 27, 37, 38, 39, 40 41, 42, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) # droughts = c(1959:1960, 1977,
1987:1992, 2007:2009, 2012:2016), # generation interval to change s, or a vector of generations to change s
c.x, # between site recombination rate... vector of length n.loci-1
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG=FALSE, # random union of gametes
gens=100,# number of generations for simulation
seed=.Random.seed # set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
N.offspr<-F.x*N# population produces F.x * N offspring per generation
total.gams<-N.offspr*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
indiv.gams<-F.x*2
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate fitness vector and allele frequency/heterozygosity matrices
fitOff<-vector("numeric", gens)
fitPop<-vector("numeric", gens+1)
freqsOff<-matrix(nrow=gens, ncol=n.loci)
freqsPop<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
s.chng <- rep(1, gens); s.chng[s.chng.int] <- -1
for(gen in 1:gens){
s. <- s.x * s.chng[gen]
# calculate pop fitness, allele freqs, and heterozygosity
fitPop.temp<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)
fitPop[gen]<-.Internal(mean(fitPop.temp))
freqsPop[gen,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Parent sampling step NULL at this stage (see line 614)
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring)
if(RUG==TRUE){gams<-gams[,sample.int(N.offspr*2), drop=F]}
# randomizing gamete order
offspr <- rbind(gams[,1:N.offspr], gams[,{N.offspr+1}:{2*N.offspr}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes
(this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
# Calculate fitness and allele frequencies of OFFSPRING POOL
freqsOff[gen,]<-.rowMeans(gams, n.loci, total.gams)# record offspring allele frequencies
w.offspr<-popFit.1x(pop.mat=offspr, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N.offspr)# calculate offspring fitness
fitOff[gen]<-.Internal(mean(w.offspr))# calculate and record mean offspring fitness
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# Combine Reproduction and Recruitment steps (i.e., Select offspring WITH replacement)
pop<-offspr[, sample.int(N.offspr, size=N, replace=TRUE, prob=w.offspr)]
}
# Calculate final fitness, allele frequencies, and heterozygosity
fitPop[gens+1]<-.Internal(mean(popFit.1x(pop.mat=pop, s=s., n.sites=n.loci, .n=N)))
freqsPop[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqsPop, Adult.fit=fitPop, Offspr.freqs=freqsOff, Offspr.fit=fitOff, Heterozygosity = hz, End.pop=pop))
}
popNF.s.CHNG.OneStep.Repro.Viab <- cmpfun(popNF.s.CHNG.OneStep.Repro.Viab)
######################################################################################################
#########################################################################################################
# NEUTRAL MODELS (separate functions, dropping steps, for efficiency)
#########################################################################################################
##########################
# simple REPRODUCTION (no age structure) (sampling occurs before gamete production)
### compare (-1 gen) with 'popNF.Neutral.OneStep.Repro.Viab' (which allows multiple offspring with sampling following gamete
production)
popNF.Neutral.WF.apprx <function(
N, # population size
F.x = 1, # (F.x is always 1 => 2 gametes per parent; for multiple, see function 'popNF.OneStep.Repro.Viab')
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
c.x=0.5, # between site recombination rate; for speed, this version assumes same recombination rate between all sites
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG = TRUE, # (always TRUE; to make pairs, see function 'popNF.OneStep.Repro.Viab')
gens=100,# number of generations to simulate
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps

){
set.seed(seed)
if(F.x != 1){warning("model does not support multiple offspring, reverting to F.x =1"); F.x<-1}
if(RUG==FALSE){warning("model does not support mating pairs, reverting to RUG=TRUE"); RUG=TRUE}
# population produces an expected 1 diploid offspring per individual
total.gams<-N*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate allele frequency matrix
freqs<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
for(gen in 1:gens){
# Calculate pop allele frequencies and heterozygosity
freqs[gen,]<-.rowMeans(pop, m=n.loci, n=total.gams)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Reproduction; sample with replacement
pop.tmp<-pop[, sample.int(N, size=N, replace=TRUE)]
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop.tmp, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring) - RUG
gams<-gams[,sample.int(N*2), drop=F]

# randomizing gamete order
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pop <- rbind(gams[,1:N], gams[,{N+1}:{2*N}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to join
# Recruitment NULL
}
# Calculate final allele frequencies and heterozygosity
freqs[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqs, Heterozygosity=hz, End.pop=pop))#return(list(Arguments=sim.args, Start.pop=popStart,
End.pop=pop, frequencies=freqs, fitness=fit))
}
popNF.Neutral.WF.apprx <- cmpfun(popNF.Neutral.WF.apprx)
#########################################################################################################
##########################
popNF.Neutral.Viab <function(
N, # population size
F.x=1, # output per individual; output=1 produces 2 gametes per individual
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
c.x, # between site recombination rate... vector of length n.loci-1
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG=FALSE, # random union of gametes
gens=100,# number of generations for simulation
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
N.offspr<-F.x*N# population produces F.x * N offspring per generation
total.gams<-N.offspr*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
indiv.gams<-F.x*2
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate allele frequency and heterozygosity matrices
freqsOff<-matrix(nrow=gens, ncol=n.loci)
freqsPop<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
for(gen in 1:gens){
# Calculate pop allele frequencies and heterozygosity
freqsPop[gen,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Reproduction; sampling parents - NULL
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring)
if(RUG==TRUE){gams<-gams[,sample.int(N.offspr*2), drop=F]}
# randomizing gamete order
offspr <- rbind(gams[,1:N.offspr], gams[,{N.offspr+1}:{2*N.offspr}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes
(this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
# Calculate allele frequencies of OFFSPRING POOL
freqsOff[gen,]<-.rowMeans(gams, n.loci, total.gams)# record offspring allele frequencies
# Recruitment; Sample offspring without replacement
pop<-offspr[, sample.int(N.offspr, size=N, replace=FALSE)]
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}
# Calculate final allele frequencies and heterozygosity
freqsPop[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqsPop, Offspr.freqs=freqsOff, Heterozygosity = hz, End.pop=pop))
}
popNF.Neutral.Viab <- cmpfun(popNF.Neutral.Viab)
#########################################################################################################
##########################
# neutral with AGE STRUCTURE; all age structure models (Viab.Age, Repr.Age, Dual.Select) degenerate to this when neutral
popNF.Neutral.Age <function(
N, # population size
F.x=1, # output per individual; output=1 produces 2 gametes per individual
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
c.x, # between site recombination rate... vector of length n.loci-1
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG=FALSE, # random union of gametes
gens=100,# number of generations for simulation
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
N.offspr<-F.x*N# population produces F.x * N offspring per generation
total.gams<-N.offspr*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
indiv.gams<-F.x*2
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate allele frequency and heterozygosity matrices
freqsOff<-matrix(nrow=gens, ncol=n.loci)
freqsPop<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
for(gen in 1:gens){
# Calculate adult allele frequencies
freqsPop[gen,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Reproduction; Sample Adults with replacement
pop<-pop[, sample.int(N, size=N, replace=TRUE)]
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring)
if(RUG==TRUE){gams<-gams[,sample.int(N.offspr*2), drop=F]}
# randomizing gamete order
offspr <- rbind(gams[,1:N.offspr], gams[,{N.offspr+1}:{2*N.offspr}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes
(this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
# Calculate allele frequencies of OFFSPRING POOL
freqsOff[gen,]<-.rowMeans(gams, n.loci, total.gams)# record offspring allele frequencies
# Recruitment; Sample offspring without replacement
pop<-offspr[, sample.int(N.offspr, size=N, replace=FALSE)]
}
# Calculate final allele frequencies and heterozygosity
freqsPop[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
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hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqsPop, Offspr.freqs=freqsOff, Heterozygosity = hz, End.pop=pop))
}
popNF.Neutral.Age <- cmpfun(popNF.Neutral.Age)
#########################################################################################################
##########################
# combined sampling on Reproduction and Viability in single step (sample offspring pool with replacement, post gamete production)
# with large output, this is probably the model closest to WF

popNF.Neutral.OneStep.Repro.Viab <function(
N, # population size
F.x=1, # output per individual; output=1 produces 2 gametes per individual
n.loci, # number of sites/loci
c.x, # between site recombination rate... vector of length n.loci-1; otherwise recycled
popStart=NULL, # starting population; must meet parameters specified above (for sake of speed), but can be NULL
RUG=FALSE, # random union of gametes
gens=100,# number of generations for simulation
seed=NULL# set seed for consistent comps
){
set.seed(seed)
N.offspr<-F.x*N# population produces F.x * N offspring per generation
total.gams<-N.offspr*2# total number of gametes produced by pop each generation
indiv.gams<-F.x*2
# Initial population
pop<-popStart
# Preallocate allele frequency and heterozygosity matrices
freqsOff<-matrix(nrow=gens, ncol=n.loci)
freqsPop<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
hz<-matrix(nrow=gens+1, ncol=n.loci)
for(gen in 1:gens){
# Calculate population allele frequencies and heterozygosity
freqsPop[gen,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gen,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
# Produce gametes
gams<-popGams.noMut_1x(pop.mat=pop, output=F.x, pop.size=N, total.gametes=total.gams, n.sites=n.loci, rcmb.rate=c.x)
# Join gametes (offspring)
if(RUG==TRUE){gams<-gams[,sample.int(N.offspr*2), drop=F]}
# randomizing gamete order
offspr <- rbind(gams[,1:N.offspr], gams[,{N.offspr+1}:{2*N.offspr}]) # split into output*pop.size chunks and rbind to pair gametes
(this will ensure distinct pairs given that gamete columns are orderd by parent within gamete function
# Calculate allele frequencies of gamete pool
freqsOff[gen,]<-.rowMeans(gams, n.loci, total.gams)# record offspring allele frequencies
# Combine reproduction and recruitment steps (i.e., sample offspring with replacement)
pop<-offspr[, sample.int(N.offspr, size=N, replace=TRUE)]
}
# Calculate final allele frequencies and heterozygosity
freqsPop[gens+1,]<-calcFreqs(pop, n.loci, N)
hz[gens+1,] <- calc.hz.1x(Pop=pop, nLoci=n.loci, .n=N)
return(list(Adult.freqs=freqsPop, Offspr.freqs=freqsOff, Heterozygosity = hz, End.pop=pop))
}
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popNF.Neutral.OneStep.Repro.Viab <- cmpfun(popNF.Neutral.OneStep.Repro.Viab)
############
#########################################################################################################
##########################
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Appendix II
Hypothesized effects of standard metabolic rate (SMR) and total water loss rate and patterns of native
and hybrid advantage during different life history stages
Appendix II.1. Life history stages and events with major selective pressures, possible effects of standard metabolic (SMR) and water loss (WL)
rates, and expected winners when either ephemeral or perennial breeding ponds are available with varying energy availability.
Ephemeral
Perennial
Possible effects of larger body
advantage
advantage
Phase
Possible effects of high SMR
size, independent of SMR and
water loss
Low
High
Low
High
resources resources resources resources
faster growth & development; increased
more competitive; reduced
early aquatic
competition*;
locomotor performance; possible
NA
predation risk; greater energy Native
Hybrid?
Hybrid
Hybrid
(winter/fall)
predation*
dominance effect
storage
competition*;
faster growth/development, faster t-met;
more competitive; reduced
late aquatic
predation*; pond increased locomotor performance;
NA
predation risk; greater energy Native
Native
Hybrid
Hybrid
(spring/summer)
drying
possible dominance
storage
more competitive; reduced
pond drying;
faster growth & development; increased
paedomorph
predation risk; greater energy
competition; prey locomotor performance; possible
NA
Native
Native
Hybrid
Hybrid
(perennial)
storage; augmented/more
availability
dominance effect
frequent reproduction
Hybrid (longer, faster dispersal; reduced
metamorph
exposure*:
greater locomotor performance,
reduced dispersal;
reduced predation risk; greater predation risk)?
dispersal
desiccation,
overland dispersal speed at expense of desiccation; low
energy/water storage†
Native (broader burrow/refuge exploitation owing
(summer)
predation
endurance?
burrow quality
to smaller size and/or earlier arrival)?
burrow quality‡: faster development; greater locomotor
Hybrid (if size-based competitive exclusion)
reduced activity time;
metamorph
prey; heat stress, performance (prey acquisition); higher
reduced predation risk; greater
reduced drought
(summer burrow) desiccation,
feeding rate (& exposure); augmented
energy/water storage
Native (if broader range of burrow/refuge
tolerance
predation
gamete production; reduced endurance
opportunities owing to smaller size)
Hybrid (if metamorphs survive to first
exposure*:
terrestrial adult
reduced migration /
reproduction)
predation,
greater locomotor performance (prey
reduced predation risk; greater
(winter breeding
probability of
Native (if metamorphs have greater energy
desiccation
acquisition)
energy/water storage
migration)
successful breeding
stores to allocate to dispersal, gamete
(minor)
production, or mate acquisition)
more competitive; reduced
mating;
breeding adult
greater locomotor performance (see
predation risk; greater energy
Hybrid
competition;
NA
Hybrid?
(winter ponds)
also: metamorph effects above)
storage; augmented / more
(paedomorph)
predation?
frequent reproduction
* greater locomotor performance may reduce effect via interference competition or reduced exposure time
† increased energy and water storage could offset effect of higher SMR and WL
‡ terrestrial Ambystoma appear to be exclusively sit-and-wait predators that remain in burrows
Major selective
pressures

Possible effects of
high water loss/low
resistance to water
loss
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